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Complains to California Gov Latter Unable to Get Anything Confined to Ship Building Duke City Gets Royal Treat
Works and Varies Greatly
From Longfellow Because
ment From Approprernor of Recent Acts by
of
Objections.
Legislature.
Even In Them.
iations Committee.
That

ADMIT

ELECTIONS HELD' III SIX

to Nation to Have President Impeached.
RElTcAP

HAS VARIED

CAREER

sr.hnMr. Soldier. Politician and
Missionary and Unmarried.
Kansas Commends Him.
years like
to carry three score,
vigorous
bright
and
with a mind asv.l
orn i.Bv.- ill - than A. VOllLtl
antra
IIC WMjsr
lust entering manhood. Gen. Hugn
I'omornn the Kansas 'hermit, called
of Th
Fvrninf Citizen office this
morning to see Thomas Hughes, for
mer editor of The Cltisen, who die
July 1 two years ago. General Cam
rr
AWnr, kndiv
when he edit
ed a newspaper In Kansas thirty
years ago, but he had not heard of
his death.
Tik hermit lnnio lust as The Citl
.1 ,.,.-- i
or so ago
him tL
u .a mail nf stature, hair and beard
white and flowing, and the clothes he
wears are of the coarsest aenim. 10
add a touch of color to his otherwise
grotesque figure, the nermit wears
eighty-thre- e

few men are able

k

Irnlf wiuklon pun.
Ua nrrtvarl Rnt.irriflV nlffht On
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layed train. It was 3 o'clock Sunday
morning when he called at the homeof Pitt Ross, on west ltanroaa ayetnr Rdmund ROSS
una w.KarA
to whom the hermit brings a message
of good will Irom tneHTTlpeople T 01 iv.anI
P.
t W&8
aaa 4a m nlflrilT h.H ll
pathetic meeting which took place
between these two comraues
davs of bleeding Kan
The senator Is two years the
Has.
Junior of General Cameron, but the
years hang mucn neavier upon mm
acThe picture of Mr. kobs wnicn sev
companies this story was taken
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BILL IS NOW NEARLY

STRUCK

READY

Pennsylvania Legislature Has Be Little Gathered From These For In Louisville Effort to Run Street
Either Side of the Question
Cars Proved Failure and
gun Investigation of Capitol

1

at Issue.

Building Frauds.

New York. March 11. With the
Thaw trial entering Its eighth week
today. District Attorney Jerome be
gan his real work of prosecution, of
fering testimony In rebuttal of the
defense built upon by Thaw's attorneys The first witness called today
by Jerome was Frederick w. Longfellow, one of Thaw's family attor-

,'4

G. ROSS.

He has had' none
eral yean ago.
taken In recent years, but there have
been few changes In his outward ap
tearance. His hair is a little wnueto
probably than the picture shows it
be.
It wus In the breakfast room of the
Ross home that the meeting took
place.
Mr. Rosa had been told of
General Cameron's arrival and arose
early to meet him.
Tired and worn
out with travel, the general was
Thoy met
little late in awakening.
with each grasping the other by hot
hands and for several moments they
stood face to face and embraced
The general was glad to see the sen
ator, and the senator was glad to see
he general. All day they talked ove
things that occurred during the try
lug early days of Kansas.
The e
centric man, who makes his home I
every
place
a hut and walks most
goes, told Senator Ross that the peo
plo of Kansas, those of them livln
republicans and democrats, were sor
ry of their mistake in condemning th
action of Mr. Ross, when he voted
against the Impeachment of Presiden
They were sorry
Andrew Johnson.
that they burned him In ettigy, an
of
raw the error
their way and th
wisdom of his, and from a sadly wor
handbag the hermit produced a bundle of letters from prominent Kan-san- s
testifying to the penitence of the
Sunflower state and the righteousness
Some of these
of his pilgrimage.
letters The Citizen reproduces.
Cuiiieroifs
' I never said that 1 would walk,"
said General Cameron this morning.
"That is a newspaper story. I have
many queer ideas, people say, but I
am not yet so queer that 1 will attempt to walk 9U0 miles."
General Cameron wa.s never married, and gave the reporter a cue.
"Why were you never married, general?" 'asked the young man with the
pencil, timidly.
"Simply because it was not the designing of the Almighty God that I
The
was the answer.
should
general Is a fatalist, evidently.
There was a short silence, then the
general got his breath again.
"No, I didn't walk; I never Intended to walk. I took the train at
Topeka. and would have been here
sooner, but I wanted to visit friends
1 stopped at several
on the way.
I stopped at Osage City and
place
visited W. J. McMillln, who, by the
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Last Year's
Appropriations Continue
Without Increase

Was Abandoned.
Detroit, March 11. The
union
ship builders of the Great Lake En
glneerlng works walked out today
leaving only the machinists, carpen
ters and laborers at work. The men
of the American Ship Building com
pany went to work as usual, but are
expected to quit during the day.

Santa Fe. March 11. The council
met today, but at once adjourned till
10 a. m. tomorrow, owing to tne ill
ness of president Bpless.
The house took up tne regular or
der of business and has been hard
at it all day This will be a very
busy week, with both nig rut and day
sessions, and each session prolonged
neys.
to its utmost possible extent
AT CLEVELAND MANY
The house commute is industriously
MEN LEFT EMPLOYMENT
LAWYKR'S 1KAMNGS WITH
Cleveland. O., March 11. In obed engaged on the appropriations bill.
CONFIDKNTAL
ARK
CIJKNT
lence to the strike order Issued Sat Among the items already agreed upon
New
York, March 11. Jerome urday by the officials of the Inter are $20,000 yearly appropriation for
wished to prove by Longfellow that national Boilermakers and Iron Ship the university at Albuquerque, $S5,- Harry K. Thaw, more than two years Builders' union, about 450 men em' 000 special appropriation lor oeater-meAUK 11KLD
CITY"
before Evelyn Neablt told him the ployed at the Globe yards of the Am
of physical conditions for the
ALONG NATIONAL LINKS story
Is said to have unbal
of university, and $4,000 for dyke work
erlcan Ship Building company
Portland. Mnjlne. Miiirch 11. Mx anced which
county.
evil
knew
all
mind,
the
his
In
Bernalillo
morn
city
391 K
declined to work this
this
Maine rrtUes are holding elections to
men of New York Ing At Loralne the situation of the
These appropriations have already
dav. They are Blddleford, Augusta, practices of theLongfellow
about the ship yard there remains unchanged been agreed upon by the republican
Kangor. Belfast.
Uld
Town ana Jerome asked
Thaw In the suit The SOO men who struck there sev majority lu the house, and there Is
Brewer. National political lines gen service of papers on On
by eral days ago are still out Union strong probability that $10,000 will be
objection
Ethel
Thomns
erallv prevail and In view of the of
Longfellow was stopped men are in the minority there.
I campaign
added for the territorial fair.
waged by republicans and
giving any definite testimony as
Kouallv liberal provision will be
democrats in the past rew years to from
he AT KirPEIUOIl THE STRIKE
made In the bill for the other terrigain supremacy in the rtties, many to this suit, upon the ground that his
was acting as Thaw's counsel and
REACHED VERY SMALL SIZE torial Institutions.
close contests are expected.
GK.X. Ill (ill CAMERON', AGKD "K ANSAS J1KU.MIT."
and
dealings with him were confidential.
This bill will be advocated
Superior, Wis., March 11. Only
seventy riveters at the Superior Ship passed by the republican majorityth-InliKGISLATI'HF! WILL SF.K
Building company's plant struck this the house. If it is defeated in
AHOITT CAPITAL PRAI PS JEROME TRIES NEW TACK
AND CALLS POLICEMEN morning The remainder of the force council it will be by the
Harrisburg, March 11. Legislative
OOUfilA BADLY DIVIDED NOT ALWAYS IS HONOR inquiry
If this result
combine In that body.
New York. March 11. Blocked at of about 1,800 is still at work.
Into the new slate capttol
Is accomplished the appropriations of
turn, by objections from Del- contracts and accounts was begun every
last year will continue for the next
mas, in obtaining testimony
irom STRIKE DID NOT REACH
here today. The Investigation grew Longfellow,
Jerome switched to the
- BUFFALO, N. Y., TODAY two years, but in that casenothere will
during
the
made
allegations
out
of
increase
METHOD TO GET
who saw " Buffalo, March 11. There was no be no new ones made and
testimony of policemen
last state campaign, of gross extrava- Thaw
on the night of his arrest, and strike here today in the yards of the In amount upon the existing ones,
gance, over charges and duplication
i
who declared his actions to them American Ship Building company;
of Items In ornamentation and equip seemed
ANOTHER NEW SHIP
to be those of a rational man.
ment of the building. The capital
THIEVES
.
LINE
FOn TUE ATIiAJmC.
Delmas asked one officer if he had STREET CAR TRAFFIC IS
and the
building cost $4,000,000
..
Halifax","-?:.-say
over
not
cell
Thaw
his
March 11. In the
heard
In
...
equipments cost $8,000,000.
LOUISVILLE
IN
I1LCKED
he had heard voices of women crying - Louisville, Ky., March 11. The at- New Foundland legislative assembly
an
out. The officer said there had been tempt of the street car company to Premier Bond has proposed
PROFESSOR 1IKLI IX
no such statement in his hearing.
of a contract befweenha
run cars with nonunion men this acceptance
While Thus Disputing Reac McNalley. Green Goods-King- .
HIGH KSTF.EM IN BERLIN.
Foundland government and tne.
morning was only partially success- New
.Berlin, - March ' 11. The laps ol MANY IMPTtOVEMENTS TO
Messrs. Oehs, capitalists of London,
ful. While no violence was reported and
: ;.ot
the
tionists AreTrying to Get
Asks, For. Workhouse as Professor. Burgesaw. holder
PRISON.
HTATK
TENNESSEE
providing
were many demonstrations. The of a ship line offor the establishment
Roosevelt profesaorsulp, on the Monteam-e- rs
Nashville, Tcnn., March 11. The there
company
usually runs (00 cars but
a
not
doctrine,'
him
made
roe
has
Douma Itself Dissolved.
Refruge From Starvation.
biennial report of the state board
between Klllery, on the- west
"persona non grata" wit hthe Ger- of prison commissioners shows that only 100 were In service early today. coast of Ireland, and Green bay, on
man citizens, but he has won great a number of improvements
have
the east coast of New Foundland.
Effort Was a Failure.
respect and regard for his superior been made at the main prison durplan provides for a two-hoThe
Owing
to
11.
Louisville,
March
so
ASSASSINATION IN THE
heart,
SAN FRANCISCO STIRRED
qualities of mind and
that ing the past two years. There has
trip across the colony .3
all railroadAuBasque.
as his departure draws nigh he re- - been installed a plant for conveyance Increasing disorder and violence cars
whence a twenty-knPort
MEANTIME IS ABUNDANT
or of condensed or distilled water to attempts at operating the street
OVER TRIAL OF GRAFTERS ceives
many
expressions
convey malls and
would
steamer
this
any
were
on
abandoned
lines
esteem. all the buildings, a thirty-to- n
regret
public
and
passengers to Casper, Que., In sumconafternoon.
given In denser being used. There was also
dinners
farewell
The
mer and Sydney, C. B., In winter.
St.
Petersburg, March 11. The
New York.
March 11. A man. I his honor proved a great success.- installed a complete sprinkling sys- PENNSYLVANIA ENGIN E
The promoters of the project claim
repleading
including
guests
rethe
radical party is hopelessly at odds
saving of
who said he is James McNalley, once the
tem. To secure this system four of
BURSTS WITH FATAL RESULT ihat there w uld be a any
garding the manner of raising the "king of green goods men," walked resentatives of official and educationother
hours over
the contractors who have contracts
Metuchen, N. J., March 11. Three thirty-tw- o
Burgess wap for
question of amnesty. Socialists per- Into the Center street police court al circles.
project
route.
The
lroftsor
prison labor, advanced $16,000 men were killed and several hurt,
years,
sist In forcing it immediately to the Sunday and with tears asked to be toasted and cheered heartily. Minis-to- r upon the terms that at the end of none
two
shape
within
must
take
while Metuchen was
of Education Von Studt declared ench twelve months from November, shakenfatally,
front in the form of an open decla- sent to the work house
and threatened by Are, today, c.r else all liability en the part of
ration to the people, which practicalHe said he was without home or that the presence in Grmany of 1905, one fourth of the amount thus when the boiler upon a Pennsylvania the colony will icae. Should the
ly would be an appeal for revolution. means of support.
He was sent to such American representatives of the furnished by them should be repaid train exploded, while drawing
a jpltahsts oi." y cut their uncounted
The caucus of social revolutionists the work house for three months. He serious sciences not only contributes without Interest, and such manu- freight
plans the New Foundland governtown.
through
train
The
the
and members of the peasant league. nun In a pitiable
condition from to their mutual friendship, but is a facturers aggreeing to pay the state was opposite the station when the ment proposes to pay them $75,000
years.
source of honor to both countries. tin Increase of rental amounting to boiler exploded Portions of the boil- annually for twenty-fiv- e
It
last night, refused this as well as the druKs and exposure.
proposition to make an appeal or to
British, United States and
McNalley is said to have saved Preparations for other entertain $1.5(10 a year. The state farm dur- er
two blocks away and Is said thegovernments
were
blown
Burgess
show
will
bo
emperor,
ments
on
askel
of
Professor
demand
the
and it was JfiOO.OOO from his swindles at one
ing the past year showed $3,280.67 tore through two buildings,, which Canadian
to assist in establishing the proposed
decided to introduce a regular bill timp. He spent his money lavishly that the professor has taken a deep profit. The products furnished the were
set on fire.
providing for amnesty for political but had $100,000 left when the postal I hold on the German heart.
line.
prison during the yenr amounted to
prisoners.
sent him to prison In
authorities
$16.H83.62.
CARGO OF AUSTRALIAN
This is probably unconstitutional 1S96. He entrusted this money to
UF,Ri:sFORl 11 AS
WOOL THE LARGEST YET. STATE HOARD OF EDUand hence unacceptable to the con two men, and when he got out of ADMIRAL
CATION AT ALEXANDRIA.
New York, March 11. The British
REACIIE1 SAN FRANCISCO. NO TROI'III.E IN CAKE OF
stitutional democrats. In the mean prison the money and men had gone
Alexandria, Va., March 11. AbunYOUNGEST ROOSEVELT 1MV. steamship Ashantl brought here the
San Francisco. March 11. Ixrd
time, the reactionist campaign
preparations
have been made by
for and his downward career began.
Britever
dant
wool
cargo
Chos. Beresford, admiral of the
Washington,
11.
of Australian
Archie largest
March
Suthe prorogtion of parliament under
favor- Imported. It had 14,141 bales, worth the state board of education by pubish channel fleet, arrived here on hi
Rosevelt's
condition
continues
any pretense, is in full swing.
The duty amounted t' perintendent K. Kemper, of the
return from Texas, where he had able. It was said at the white house $2,000,000.
GREAT EXCITEMENT OVER
board
Alexandria,
and
SCHMITX-Rl'E- F
TRIAL been settling the estate of his brother, at 9 o'clock that he had a good night $77,000, the freight to $60,000 and the lic schools of
began its sessions, which will last
Insurance cost $16,000.
San Francisco, March 11. An im the late Delaval l'.eresford.
and Is doing well.
I'aihxl ami Killed HinisHf.
Is
today.
days,
the first
This
several
Yalta,
Crimea,
March i. Col. mense crowd today surrounded the
time the board has ever held a sesproDumbatze, commander of the garri- temple where the Schmitz-Rue- f
sion of this kind In this city, the obson here, was slightly wounded and ceedings are being held The court
ject of the meeting here being to
his adjutant and coachman were ser- room Is jammed.
place the board In closer touch with
NATION'S MOST REMARKABLE PRISONER, CALEB POWERS,
Technicality Not Justice.
iously Injured today, by a bomb
throughout the
school conditions
Judge Dunne adjourned court unthrown under the colonel's carriage
state. A similar and It Is Bald very
from the upper part of a house on til 10 o'clock tomorrow, pending demeeting
was held a short
successful
the street through which he was cisions on technical points submitted
COMPLETES SEVENTH YEAR AWAITING DECREE OE JUSTICE time ago at Portsmouth. Those condriven. The man who threw the bomb to the federal and supreme courts.
nected with the local schools assert
The understanding is that If decis
committed suicide to uvold arrest.
that the hystem of Instruction here
ions adverse to ltuef are handed
is maintained at a high degree of
down before that time, his trial will
Anotlier More Successful.
by the
us demonstrate
efficiency,
proceed. If not, Schmitz will be
f,
Soda,- Bulgaria, March 11.
M.
success
of ihn graduates In colleges
premier and minister of the in- placed on trial.
and universities, us well us in busiterior, was assassinated here today.
rasassM
ness life. In particular it Is pointed
Stale Supremo Court Refuses.
out that the dozen or more graduates
Francisco, March 11. The
San
of the Washington High school, of
state supreme court has denied the
which Colonel Theodore 11. Klcklin
application of Uuef for a writ of pro
Is principal, who lire now pursuing
Judge
Dunne
hibition to restrain
roures at the Virginia Polytechnic
from proceeding in Ruefs trial
institute, have compared very favorpreparation with
ably
lu point of
CLUB
FAVORS
NEWS WRITERS ACOUIT
students from other lending hit,'''
HARRY KENDAL THAW.
schools unci aeuilemies.
New York, March 11. If the ques
s acquittal
or
Harry
of
Thaw
tion
CONTINUOUS
BILLIARD
AUTO LINE
conviction were left to the newspaper
MATCH FOR 3,00)1 OtNTS.
men attending upon the trial It would
11.
Chicago,
Jake Schaefer
March
soon be decided, and that very efand George Sutton are preparing Ij
yv,fcVW(
',
(
fectually. They would turn him
play away at the continuous lx a
There are only two votes for
balk-lin- e
mutch of 3,(H)o points, to bo
Torrance County Seat People' loose.
conviction out of fifteen of the lead
played In blocks of iiiio each niKlil
ing experts and correspondents at
Afraid Route Will
In six of the piiiicioal cities of the
the trial. This newspaper jury has
country.
The Incentive is a trophy
th-every
It,
as
of
word
evidence,
has
Miss Them.
and of course, a
valued at $r,,l
lavpn
Innnnnnli)
1nt.
The llrst
split of the gate money.
island unequlvnrally for acquittal.
game
match will folnovel
of
this
A
that the evidence so far
,
low the game played between those,
About the first work which will One believes
is not sufficient to convict
two for the championship, which Is
come before the Estancla Commercial produced
Matcorrespondent
On0
thinks
that
scheduled to take place at Orchestra
club will be to see that the Torrance,- p.us
j
aou
an
.or
..aw.
wie
line, oon
hall tonight. The match Is the llrst
UAIbuuuerque autonio!$M
of Its kind ever played ill this counto be established by J. W. Stockard two would convict him.
try. There haw been several six
of KoHwell, the present manager of MOVING PICTURES OF
1
B
nlKlit matches, but alwuys they have
line, will In- the Koswcll-Torrunc- e
FAMOUS
THAW
TRIL.
been played in one liy. in the same
elude Estuncla in its route, suys the! Pes Moines, la., March 11. This
hall, and on consecutive nlnhts, the
Lstancia News.
If an investigation c
e ,he Tna A
BOrtn to
,.xpe,ts
spheres being spotted la the same
of the various routes Is made, it will, ,rla, , movUlg pictures. A deal er
positions left ul the end of the prebu reaJl y "fen that the most feasible hen? ha rtcelved word that pctur
'
I
VH
1
ceding night's game. In this event
I
route will be from Torrance to Ks- - are being prepared and will soon b
the players will be compelled to bank
tancla, and possibly as far north as sent out til over the country. They
for the opening shot after each block.
Mcintosh, thence westward through will show the entire traglo story from
The cities ill which the games are
t'hlllli and the Tijeras canyon into the time Evelyn Nesblt was a young
to be played, us outlined, are
the Duke City. To turn west before girl to the thrilling episodes in the
"
.
St. Louis, Pittsburg, Philadel'
reaching Kstancia, and to skirt the court room now.
The Lubensture
phia, New York and Boston, tichae-fe- r
mountains tuning in tne mountain company is getting up the pictures,
fully recovered from hi athas
towns, win not only cut ort a great and tney have Becured the requisite
tack of pleurisy und gastritis and has
,ueai or bybusiness which woul.J be se - m0(1(,u as nearly like the real actors LATEST PHOTOGRAPH OF CALEB POWERS IN HIS CELL AT THE JAIL IN NEWPORT, KENTUCKY.
rounded into form for a spirited concured
coming through Estancla, ,n tne tragedy as possible.
hopes of escape from the state courts live chair as the fruits of the uu- - test.
Special Correspondence.
ITUltA
LUl
W ail llliptltlULaUIC
supreme
the!
S.
seating
court
by
Geobel's
Taylor,
of
11.
W.
Gov.
of
With
dashed
the
Frankport, Ky March
during the greater part of the year. BUFFALO TO SURPASS IT- PI I Mil KG hMHhlltS
fate still undecided, Sunday, Mar. United States, he hus borne up with opponent.
Not only would this be true during,
SELF IN SPUING OPENING. his
SET It K BY COURT
During his long stay In many Jails
10,
marks seven years since the fortitude
the snows and Htorms of winter, but; Buffalo, March 11. The executive
Philadelphia. Much 11 The suPowers' spirit is unbroken. The Powers has kept himself constantly
during the spring time, the floods hoard of the merchant's board of the arrest of Caleb Powers, charged with young
preme
today
court
aflirnied the JudgIn
employed, that he might not brood
mountaineer, from his cell
of
from the melting snow would make chamber of commerce declined to conspiracy lu the assassination the!
the Jail at Newport, has just voiced over his troubles, and hiss adhered ment of the superior court
the roads ulong the, mountains soft have the spring opening during thla Wm. Goebel. 11" J" probably
the consolidation of Pittsburg
the ap- - to a rigid system of exercise As a
and boggy, and necessitate numerous week, and accordingly elaborate pre- most remarkable prisoner. In the a fervent protect againstltobblnS,
Of reuslt he is physically and mentally ami Allegheny City
The case has
Itioilltnieilt of JUik'
bridges over the arroyas
If this is parations were made to have the I'xllei! Ktsitea
leeii fought by the opponents of the
III xplte of his long confinement in Graves county, as the special Judge In good condition and hopeiul of
presented to Mr. Stockard fn the opening eclipse, if possible, that of
Pittsburg"
on
ithe ground
'Greater
jail ami lli.it. his appeals for to sit in his fourth trial, because this ing vindicated some day.
right light, Kstancia will be connect- any previous year. Every mercantile
lilm to
of Knox that the legislative act providing for
In the mountains
nut
ed with Albuquerque by a very
firm proposes to do its best. A ban- Justice and his three convictions, his Is the Injudgu who sentencedThis
ap- - county a devoted old mother is cling-llfthe consolidation is unconstitutional.
fori death
the third tri.il
ride a saving of more than quet will end the event, that will two sentences to the penitentiary
The supeilor court affirms the conund his one sentence to be han'-- ! pulntmenj is by Gov. J. C. W. Beck- -half the tlm now necessarily spent surpass anything that the merchants
ed by the neck till dead, and his ham, who first went into the execu- (Cinilinuctt on Puge 1, Column 5.) stitutionality of the act.
in making the trip
have hitherto attempted.
Siicramento, March 11. Oovernor
today a
Glllett sen to the assembly
message from PreMd-- nt
Roosevelt
complaining that the recent action of
the legislature wouia nave a mosiunfortunate efDect upon the treident's effort to secure the exclusion
of Jap laborers by friendly agreement The president asked the governor to secure suspension of any
a
further action until the receipt of
letter from the . president. The gov
give
to
the
ernor asked the assembly
matter very careful consideration.
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ALABAMA ELECTS PETTUS TO SIT

OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

FAVOR

IS ORDER IN

S. SENATE UNTIL HE IS

U.

94

ago.

The senator

Is now

,

eighty-six-

hale

ami hearty, and always attends sessions. He was first elected from AlaIn
bama in 1 8 S7. and was

lit

ad-dre- sa

AGENTS WANTED.

Occidental

His third term begins In 1901).
Senator I'ettus was born In Limestone county, Alabama, in s 2 1 . He
received a common school education,
In went to college and became a law-

perience required. Why not you?
Write for samples and exclusive
agency.
U. S.
EMBROIDERY
WORKS, Omnha, Neb.
MALE HELP WANTED.
WANTED Good man In each county
to represent and advertise hardware department, put out samples,
etc.
Salary, 121 weekly; expense
money advanced.
Th"j
Dept
Columbia House, Chicago
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT A furnished house of
four rooms; bath and two screen
porrhes. 5 0 8 Smith Fourth street.
FOR RENT For two months,
furnished home, close In; all
modern conveniences.
Inquire M.
Knight
Miinnr ii or
FOR
RENT Five room
house,
partially furnished, electric light
and bath, low rent. ?09 North Sec-on- d
street. Apply to F. H. Strong.
FOR RENT A
cottage,
well furnished; also two and thrje-rooflats. Apply 110 East Cial
nvenue.
FOR RENT Large store room, close
in $25; also nicely furnished four-roocottage; desirable
location.
Call at 312 West I yea d avenue.
FOR ".r i 1003 South Fourth
str- .iear shops, new brick, 3
lark, rooms; closets, porches, city
water; low rent. Lloyd Hunsaker,
205 Gold avenue.
y
FOR RENT A six room
corner
brick house,
of Seventh
'
street and TUeras avenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery, 624 West
avenue.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse in
good repair, corner of Railroad
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
J. F. Luthy.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
$1.00 per week and up; also nice
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up. furnished with
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes. The Minneapolis House,
624 South Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE- trap:
FOR (pVi7e Abne-hors- e
cheap. 305 Raca avenue.
FOR SALE A good big cow, will be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FOR SALE Two horses, survey hnd
harness. Cheap. See them at 415
North Second street.
FOR SALE Small business, with
horse and wagon, raying $18 per
week. Sell cheap for cosh.
C. It., Citizen office.
FOR SALE A good large work
horse with rubber tire runabout and
harness cheap. Call at 312 West
Lead avenue.
you
FOR SALE At the "Variety"
will find fine home made bread. 6c
a loaf; doughnuts,
pies baked
beans, soup und other good things
strictly home made. Phone 710.
Mrs. Downs. 506 South Arno St.
FOR
SALE The Claude Glrard
property on Mountain road, first
house west of acequla, near Sixteenth street. Inquire on premises
or at 300 North Proadway.

Life Iluihling.

1

Same Procedure Prevails
All Legislative Bodies, as

yer.
He was married in 1M4. and his
Ho calls her
wife Is still living.

Every One Knows.

sweetheart today, after sixty-lhre- o
years of married life.
In 1S4!. after l: had fought as A
lieutenant in the Mexican war, tho
Washington, ft. '., March 11. The young
lawyer caught the Californa
Inlluence of a ch.iirman of a commit- gold fever and crossed the prairies
tee In controlling the legislation that on horseback.
He came back twJ
is t'liacteil ly the senate was Illustratyears
with his scalp, but no
ed during the last week of the ses- gold. later
sion that has Just closed. A member
the war broke out he Joined
of the committee on claims called up theWhen
confederate army. As major at
a bill reimbursing a citizen for a losj Vicksburg
ho led what
like
he had suffered by reason of cir- a forlorn hope with suchlooked
gallantry
against the that he. carried the works his men
cumstances chargeable
Rnvernment. The claim had received attacked.
the unanimous approval
of every
After the war he went back to Alamember of the committee and had bama
practiced law until sixteen
been favoraoly reported by the house years and
after the Dr. Osier
committee and had passed the house.
age, when he was elected to the
When the matter was laid before the senate, at seventy-sevewnate, Mr. Fulton, chairman of the
Is
six feet four
Senator Fettus
claims committee, objected to Its con- Inches
tall,
still throws back his
sideration and tn response to this re- shoulders. and
, .,J.X,Tf'D sTATf4 SKVATOR KDMI ND WINSIX)
IM.TTt S TIIK
quest of a single senator the bill was
Up
Washington he Is known as
not passed, although every man on honest inbeyond any possbllity
of
the floor knew the case was a meriDown here, the people of his
torious one and that the beneficiary state have always known
the same
rhould have the money.
thing. There Is no more popular
The senator chews tobacco, drinks ries a
und enjoys
The reason for the compliance with man in Alabama
liquor moderately, loves flowers, car poker. red bandanna
this request is not dillicult to find.
Kvery republican
senator
is
the
chairman
of some committee and
among the minority members there
ed In this paper once before, one of
are a number of desirable chairman- PROF. FLEMING APPOINT- TOWN OF GALLUP HAS the greatest
oil experts In the counships. No senator knows when he
try stated, after a careful Investigamay have to make a similar request
tion of the ground, that he considerand the power of a chairman, no
ed the prospects very good and that
matter how insignificant his commitE
the surface Indications were far betAN
tee may be, must be respected. Thus
ter than in many places that are now
OILJCARE
it happens that a chairman of a comsending out a steady flow of the oil.
mittee is able to block legislation reResides the prospect of the oil
ferred to his committee if he is opfields, there Is a project on foot to
posed to It when every other man on
something with the fire clay found
Capital Quietly Locates Sev do
the committee favors its speedy enso abundantly In this part of the
actment Into law. This Is one form
country.
The matter Is being inves
eral Thousand Acres of Oil tlgated by parties
of what Is known as "senatorial
who understand the
courtesy" from which (he senate i P. D. Southworth Succeeds
business,
and
the editor of this paper
In
Land
McKInley
County.
suffering more acutely each session of
was given to understand that if a facongress. Some day there will be a
vorable report Is made, a tire brick
Prof. Scott In Department
revolution and the majority will be
and building brick factory will b?
able to do whatever a majority really
good
Is
to
reason
There
believe that started here.
of
Animal
Industry.
wants to do.
there are some good things in store
'
for the people of this community, "A
Money Making Young Page.
to
Special
The Evening Citizen.
says the Gallup republican. WithAny enterprising page boy in the
Mesilla Park, N. M., March 11.
senate is able to make a neat sum of
in
the past week several thousand
money during the session through l'rof. Hurton P. Fleming has been
acres of land In McKInley county
TOWN" TOMORROW NIGHT
the business of gathering autographs. elected to the position of head of the have
been located by an organization
These lads fill book after book and department
capital.
of
In
This land Is located
of Irrigation engineering,
then dispose of them for whatever
oil belt and wus taken with the
they can get. one of these boys on one of the new courses authorized the
"A Stranger In Town." that comes
development.
Intention
of
the last day of the session, displayed by the board of regents. Mr. Flem
people are behind this lo the Elks' opera house tomorrow,
Eastern
his linancial ability along this line ing comes very well prepared fop move,
is
under the personal direction of
and from what can be learned
In such a fashion that several senis among the
their intentions they mean busi- Harry U. Linton, who
ators predict for him a brilliant fu- the work at hand, having been grad- of
A drilling outfit is on the road foremost of the younger theatrical
ture In the world of finance. After uated from the Utah State college ness.
Oallup to be taken at once to the managers of America. Frank Iieam-isthe senate adjourned for the session and has spent one year at Harvard to
a comedian of exceptional abiloil
fields and put in operation.
The
years
two
and
taking
Cornell,
at
liulkely,
of Connecticut, was
his
Senator
ity, is featured In this sparkling
talking with a constituent who hap- doctor's degree from the latter place. field ls to be thoroughly prospected, comedy
music and high class
pened to spy a lad with an autograph air. Fleming ls a man of much ex- and as expert opinion has already vaudevillewith
surspecialties
ls
to perience ami comes directly from the been passed on the land, it can be ex- rounded by a clever and
album and expressed a desire
company of
Irrigation and drainage Investigation pected that there will be something well
have one.
known artists Including Edward
doing in the oil Ileitis of McKInley
"My boy," said the senator, "what department at Washington, D. C.
Allor, Arthur Fitzgerald,
Herbert
Mr. Fierre D. Southworth has been county.
is the market price on senatorial alHier,
Albert Honiburg, Rita Knight,
up
taking
of this land and the
The
bums today?" The page was start- chosen to fill the vacancy made by organization
Harrington,
Jessio
Frazler,
Louise
of
project
was
the
done
ing a new book and was hustling to tne withdrawal of Frof. Scott as as very
quietly; there was 410 blowing Edna Ward, Annett 1'eters, Mable
Kt the remaining missing signatures. sistant in animal husbandry and he of trumpets,
no spouting, of super- - Gordon and many others.
"My book is not filled yet, senator,
also comes well prepared for this
A force of sur-- I
neated atmosphere.
he replied, "but I think I can get particular branch of agriculture. Mr. veyors
wad sent into the field, sur
you one for $10."
Southworth is a graduate of the
veys
made,
location
notices put up COLOSSAL LAND FRAUDS
"All right, bring it to me," said
of Minnesota and previous to
Senator Hulkley and the page start- nis election to the present position and the locations tiled for recording
ed off. Walking slowly across the has ha.d considerable interests In the at the of lice of the county clerk.
Those Interested In the ground left
TO
LIGHT
COME
chamber to one of his comrades this cattle business
youngster remarked with a disgusted
On behalf of the whole college to attend to other buslnes, but they
will
soon
again
be
we
here
and then
tone that he was tired of gathering Commu-nitthe Weekly vxtendsi a
autographs, but would give $5 for hearty welcome to. Mr Fleming and can look for a term of activity Jn tho
San Francisco, March 1. Colossal
oil
fields.
his comrade's book.
The comrade Mr. Southworth and wishes success
frauds are being discovered In
The prospecting of the newcomers laud mining
jumped at the offer and soon had the for them in their chosen work.
districts all the way from
to the McKInley oil fields ls to be the
15 note tucked away in his pocket,
Slfcklyon county to Death
Valley;
thorough;
prove
to
they
Intend
but his eyes bulged with astonishTo Chicken Feeders.
large number of
whether there Is oil here or not. and and it ls said that aInvestigation
ment as he watched his fellow page
are
Mausard'i Mills are selling good there Is reason to believe that there those now under
hasten to .Senator Hulkey, turn the wheat
at 11.40 per 100 lbs.
:1s oil In this county.
As was report- - men standing high in the community
book over and receive a $10 note.
and possessed of large means. The
This youngster cleared 100 per cent
most flagrant offenses have been
on the deal, and he had done it within
Tuolumne county,
committed
out the investment of any capital,
where there Is a rich lava formation
and because he was instant In realisvery
rich deposits of
are
and there
ing a situation and making the best
gold.
This ls especially true of
of It. Senator Hulkley, who saw the
Here homestead
mountain channel.
transaction remarked that he would
entries have been freely made and
keep his eye on that boy as he exmillions of dollars' worth of the yelpected some day to hear of him as
low metal taken from the land. The
the head of some great fiscal Instidepartment of the (Interior has the
.
tution.
matter in hand, and Is
with the state mineralogist. Iwis
Honor to Worthy Sea Captain.
K. Anbury.
Congress paid an honor to Captula
McCalla. who led the American forces
PLOT TO M.IZI: CKLERES
in the relief of l'ekin.
It has been
oist ovi:ri:i.
the persistent policy of congress,
Capetown. March 11. The ItK'al
the senate, tu deny the applipolice have just learned the details of
rjr'nfs
cations of American officials for perMl
jan audacious filibustering in the Ma-- I
mission to accept orders, medals an!
lay archipeligo, situated to the east
decorations
fimri
foreign governA baud of 3.H0U
of Moi .
armed
ments and rulers. This is done on the
atl fill urers planned to concentrate
theory that it is
as
tin.in.l descend on
island and hold
this govei iiineiit recognizes nothing in
lit by force against the Outch, while
the Khape of a
as adding
being dewere
lis
riches
mineral
to the worth of the citizen.
veloped and worked. It was intendRecently, however.
Captain Mc
ed,
conmining
however,
to
demand
Calla was offered the order of the
cessions from the lutch government,
.
JJouI'le ha git: by the ticrinan emperand only lo employ force in the event
or, which is one of the mo-- t hiirhlv
of a i Us. 1. The police got a clue to
prized or the gifts the kaiser can
the ploi. ami following the trial,
bestow. It has been granted to but
vcie led to raid premises in this city,
few Americans and is regarded by
tvliere they seized a number of docu
Holdlers everywhere as an evidence of
ments relating to the organization of
great valor. Captain Md'alU is now
the enterprise, which, it Is alleged
on the retired list and lies dangerlias blanches III England, on the conously III at San Diego. California.
tinent, in the I'nited States ami oui-e- r
Some of the members of his family
count! ies.
recently wrote to Senator Cullom telling him how ill the old naval otbeer
A Oucer Question.
was and how he had expressed thv
Tariff rates with utmost cure,
wish that he might have this decoSo the lumber people say.
ration before he died. Congress, in
'Must be dallied with, lest their
vew of all the circumstances, grant"
Profits get a Jolt some day.
ed his Ish.
'oil folks want the ticklish task
,
Left unto their legal lights,
Cl'HZON .ivi:s advri:
Whereupon we Use to ask:
TO
LORDS.
Have consumers any rights''
London. Mar. 11. Ixrd Cunzon of
KeddleKton,
of India, was
Sieel folks have a lot at stake,
installed chancellor of Oxford uniWith solicitude they throb;
versity, In succession to the late
Stale they'll gladly undertake
Viscount tioHcheu.
In the course of
To relieve us of the Job.
un add: ess after the Installation cereNo trust's fears take we amiss;
mony he urged that the unionist party
We are looking for iu fights,
itself should undertake
to reform
All we want to know Is this:
the house of lords on the lints laid
Have consumers any rights?
down in Lord Newton's bill, which
From Courtlier-Journa- l.
proposes the reconstitulion
of the
house on a party elective basis. He
IsHU'MMIIC.
considered that the peers themselves
Now my cold has gone away
should take the Initiative, and that
And 1 know not what to do,
by surrendering some of their existk'ulil ..... 1.,,., all IhM llHV!
ing privileges they would obtain by
It was cheap amusement, loo.
that sacrifice a second chamber
to the trust of reasonable men
of ail parties. Continuing. Lord Cur-xo- n
9200 REWARD.
.m i l mm,. lift UUKDI'ttllnM URI ROSKRI RV Ills i:x- declared that the peers would
thus be playing the part enacted by
Is offered for the capture of
II.H Ills SON.
the great hereditary nobles of Japan
Petttne. the murderer of Benein!!; i.:Mm'h
'' Scotland In haste. The exile of the
at the time of the Japanese revolu- I.
Crime was comtion, which started Japan upon the
" followed the announce-IT- . detto Berardlnelll.
.uu7ui 1' n"r Jh"ls ""''
Monday, FebIn
Albuquerque
mitted
"'KHgement
t.V
Miss
advance that has had such uMonlnh-Ifi- f
,
."
lare.
'.""'J nanneny
u)ru
win inherit 115 000.- - ruary 4.
"":ufi,
fMUlU.
former premier, has been shipped
lo j ou, so U Independent of his
C. A. and C. GRANDE. ,
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father.

ami wo sold that snap to another
puny who took tlmo by the forelock.
Wo have one or two more almost an
good though. Come In end ask about
them.
m
...

4,

East Railroad Avenue
Colo Phone, Black 30.

POR TERFIELD CO.
Atc

West Gold

21

six-roo- m

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth

Illllng

Gold

$1.50 up

Odd Crowns
Painless Extracting

$6
500

five-roo-

m

m

ALL WORK ARSOLTTTELT
ANTEED.

GUAR-

m

ROOM

R. F. COPP.

12. N. T. ARM UO BLDO.

two-stor-

INTERESTING EVENTS IN

as

m

.Murch 10.

House of congress adopts
resolution affirming the propriety of
charging certain duties on the colonies; the resolution produces indignation..
1785 Thomas Jefferson
commissioned minister to France.
17 97 The directory orders French
to prey upon American
commerce, aiming to force Americans to Join Franc
against England.
1813 Schooner Adeline sinks British schooner
lottery in Chespeuke
1764

men-of-w-

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

m-o- ii

sus-pcio- n.

-

You Waited
Too Long;

MEN AND WOMEN ARE MAKING
$10 to 125 a day selling our embroidery goods. No capital or ex-

PHARMACY

1H03.

MONEY to LOAN

,

The HIGHLAND

'.

-

rEltSOXAJj PROPERTY TiOANS.
WANTED.
WANTED Messenger boys.
West
em Union Telegraph office.
Sec-jiWANTKI
hand Indian rug
Furniture,
Pianoa, Organa,
1010 fee' Apply at 314 South On
Horses, Wagons and other Chattel
Fourth .r
WANTED At once, a girl who un- also on SALARIES AND W ARB-HOURECEIPTS, as low aa
derstands starching. The Imperial
and as high aa $200. Loana are
Laundry Co.
private.
WANTED
second" quickly made and strictly
Gentieman-- s
hand clothing. No. 615 South Flrrt Time: One month to one year given.
Goads remain In your
possession.
street, eouth of viaduct. Send
and will call. R. J. Sweeney, Our ratea are reasonable. Call and
see ua before borrowing.
proprietor.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTED Gentleman or lady lo Steamship
tickets to and from all
travel for mercantile house of largo
parte of the World.
capital. If desiiable the home may
Rooma 8 and 4. Grant Bldg.
be used as headquarters.
Weekly
$16 West Railroad Ave.
salary of $1,092.00 per year and
expenses. Address Armstrong AlexPRIVATE OFFICES.
ander, 125 Plymouth Place, ChicaOpen Evenings.
go, 111.

always
think
Don't
how
you can get them.
cheap
Think Instead, where you caVi
get the freshest, the purest
find strongest and come where
you can always get them. We
have only one quality the
REST ALWAYS.
.And our
prices are always the lowest,-qualitconsidered.

,'
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

DRUGS

IMC'KKD IXHt THIRD TKRM AND
WAS 77 WIIKX UK KTARTKR
MARRII'.D 0.1 YKARS AND S1TM.
C'AMiK WIFi: SWKKTHKART.

Special Correspondence.
Montgomery, Aln., March 11. The
democrats of Alabama, by popular
vote, have Just renominated Kdmund
Winston 1'ettus for the United States
senate, and of course that means reelection.
When the term which Senator Tet-tu- s
has Just been chosen to fill exyears of
pires, he will be nlnely-fou- r

MONDAY, MARCH

When You Need

Company

et Tmanm far tmanlwtoa tkrmck the
Mil mm mul mlmwm msttar.

MUTUAL

EVENING

ar

Bay.

184S
Senate adopts treaty mad)
with Mexico, after making modifica
tion.
165 Near Jackson's Mills, Gener
al Wade Hampton
surprises
and
routs the federal cavalry under Gen
eral Kllpatrlck. The latter narrowly
escupes capture
and loses 1,500
prisoners.
Kllpatrlck, however, rallies remnant of his command, defeats
confederates und recaptures lost guns.

Ad-dre- ss

March 11.
17 78
Parliament, alarmed at th-.- '
loss of an army at Saratoga and at
the trench alliance, repeals obnoxi
ous bills, to placate Americans.
1841
The steamer President, running between New York and Liverpool, sails with many passengers on
board. Her fate ls unknown.
government
1861
Confederate
prohibits Importation of slaves from
the t'nited Stats as a coercive measure and adopts a permuuent constitution.
1887
Beginning of a blizzard of
extraordinary severity along the north
Atlantic coast; many wrecks occur
and about 400 lives are lost.
188 War department begins mobilization of army for war with Spain.

1865
"Credit Mobllier of America" is incorporated.
March 16.
16 41 William Coddlngton
establishes a new constitution In New Jersey securing civil and religious liberty, Justice and equity to all citizens.
This ls the first declaration of de
mocracy In America.
1802 The government establishes
a military academy at West Point.
18 60
Stevens and Hazlett. last of
the John Brown Insurgents, executed.
rights
civil
1866 Senate passes

March 12.
Loyalists of Virginia surrender to Cromwell's commissioners. It
is agreed that "People of Virginia"
ought to have all the liberties of the
free-bor- n
people of England.
1664
New York becomes a Duchy.

bill.

1652

EXCHANGE
SEAT FETCHES $75,000.
New York, March 11. A noticeable
drop in the price of stock exchange
memberships has been recorded when
I
it is announced that a seat on the
March 13.
exchange has been sold for $75,000.
1778 Treaty of France with tha The latest previous sale of a seat.
I'nited States Is officially announced. which occurred three weeks ago, was
STOCK

..ui .1.,

nf

tSOIian

nn

,lo,-l,.-

iqar

LAWYERS.

Ira SI. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, S2 F.St..
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights,
caveata.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
'
K. W. I. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office,
Cromwell block. Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and , Barnett building,
over O'Rielly'a drug store. Phone
No. 744. Appointments made by mail.
Edmund j. Alger, D. D. S.
NO.- 30S TtallrnoH
...... n.cJluc.
ami
VyillLti
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30
p. m.; l:$o
... ....
u j,. m.
com p nones. Appointments made by mall.
. ' "
W. M. KIIITI?llkxi
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
v.,utUUU

uuuaing.

Tele-pho- ne

Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. Ii. 1IUST.
Office,
N. T. Arniljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis
treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatment
given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance.
Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red lit
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Blach
or White hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both phones.
886.

6-- 8,

46-4-

CIVIL ENGINEER.

J. R- - Fnrtvell.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. r. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Childers,
117
West Gold avenue.
J.

S. BAGLEY

Accountant.
Books checked up, small sets of
books kept up; grocers', butchers',
and physicians' books looked after
and collections made. Able corps of
assistants. Rooms 44, Barnett block.
Saved Her Son's Life.
The happiest mother in the little
town of Ava, Mo., is Mrs. S. Ruppee.
She writes: "One year ago my son
was dpwn with such serious lung
trouble that our physician was unable to help him; when, by our
druggist's advice I began giving him
Dr. King's New Dlscovjry, and I
soon noticed Improvement.
I kept
this treatment up for a few weeks
when he was perfectly well. He has
worked steadily since at carpenter
work. Dr. King's New Discovery
saved his life." Guaranteed best
cough and cold cure by all dealers.
60c and 11.00. Trial bottle free.

and 1906 seats brought as much as
No reason, except the un780
Spaniards take Mobile. Cap- $5,000.
tain Darnford with British garrison settled and unsatisfactory conultion
capitulates to Don Bernardo de Gal-ve- of the stock market was assigned for
the sudden falling off.
MUTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
18 13
he
British vessels blockade
Tlicv ivptvoire Wfjkns.
MORGAN' SECURE 1 'OUR
Delaware river.
uhu oii1!iiim ii. j
vim r
,.
1.1,1.14
ftiidlt.utl.il
report on
i... i.ti Tift.
ISHS Senator Proctor's
VALUABLE PAINTINGS.
Ii n " 'I
me
f S i ti iV
Genoa, March 11. It now appears
Spanish atrocities in Cuba published
tf irir!. t
il
i.j. c,.
that the statement recently published
Iffott. Ht tt .iFtf
M. .v. SO
Khtii
i,.f.,..,l) f,,r ,.,..
that the family of the Marquis of
March IV
had sold seven pictures by
1C:; Columbus completes bis voy- Caltanec
Van Dyke to J. P. Morgan for $1.-- I
age .mild great rejoicings, bringing 00(1.000 ls erroneous
insofar as the
FOR PALE BY
Cold, cotton, parrots, plants, and niii? number of canvasses
ANN
tON
is concerned.
raptured Indians.
j.Mr. Morgan has only acquired four
by
178
attacked
General Greene
'of the paintings. public opinion is
Corwallls at Guilford Court House, demanding .strongly that the persons
N. C.
Americans retire In good or- responsible for these sales be proseder after a bloody battle.
cuted, and that the sales be declar-- I
1S33
South Carolina state conven- ed null and void, for the reason that
tion being reopened repeals the or- the present heads of the Catlanee
dinance of nullillcation and secession. family are all under age.
Mart h
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ELKSOPERA MOUSE
ONE NIGHT ONLY

RHEUMATISM

BREAKS
DOWN

HARRY B. LINTON

Presents

FRANK BEAMISH

THE STH0H0E5T COHSTmiTipH
Rheumatism is caused by a sour, acid condition of the blood, ibroughl
on by chronic constipation, weak kidneys, poor digestion and a general
sluggish condition of the system. Because of these irregularities the
refuse and waste matters of the body are not promptly expelled, but
are left to sour and ferment, producing irritating acids which are taken
np by the blood and distributed to all parts of the system. This acrid matter weakens and diseases the blood so that instead of supplying the body
with nourishing, healthful properties it deposits the poison with which it is
loaded into the muscles, nerves, bones and joints, and Rheumatism gets
complete control of the 6ystem, ISotue suffer almost constantly with the
disease, while others have intervals of freedom, during which they
live in constant dread of the next attack, when an exposure tc
cold or dampness or Borne other irregularity will cause the sytup
toms to return. If the cause is not removed
Rheumatism will progress and reach a point
where it becomes incurable, and the strongest constitution will break down. S. S. S.
has been curing Rheumatism for more than
forty years. It attacks the disease at its head
PURELY VEGETABLE by going down into the blood and removing
every particle ol the aend matter and build
Ingup the weak, sour blood to a state of purity and richness. S. S. S. if
the King of blood purifiers, just what is needed for the cure of Rheumatism.
Cook on Rheumatism and anv medical advice sent free.
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, OA.
- .
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Deserts Wife
Railway Journal Shows Geo. Hlldcbrandt
and Children For Pretty
Austin and J. T. Johnson on
Face, but Soon Tires.
Beach at Santa Monica.
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Through the kindness of a young
for i .Uy women,
of the Railway Journal, who
tMly
clothe.,
resides ill New Mexico, we ale able to atul prctiy wonipn's
iti:si:i;
present In this Issue, the pictures of will probably bo the ni is of lninllnK
bohir.il
the burs for
Mr. George Austin, chief boiler in- - that Kiiy I.othaiio
ector of the Santa Fo system, and several months to come
What arc the "forest reserves" ofhe
inspector,
w.t
Hililebrandt, who
assistant chief boiler
arrested at
the fulled State?? Why did l'reslT. Johnson, says the Railway Jour- - Humliol.lt
last Friday by Deputy
dent Roosevelt the other day set
on .lierilt John Woody, c:' FliiRstnfT. on
al.
Is
one
The
the
seated
latter
of land at one'
aside 17.11110,000 nci-rthe bench. This picture is a recent the chaise of stealing a trunkful of
sweep
his pen, nml why did that
lie. taken just after the chief boiler pretty
llimerln from the equally
act In ins a ralllopean shriek from
orkers had taken a plunge in the pretty Kdith Ailly, formerly of Denthe lumber barons of the country?'
away
to
troubles
ver,
urf
wash
Colo.,
their
but now re.-i- . ling at FlagWhat does I'ncle ?am do with re-- 1
place, had
that Is if boiler makers and inspectors staff, where the theft
eer oil woodlands? Have the people,
ever have any troubles.
Do they? been employed there for several days
any rights on them?
e
1s
master as a clerk in a store. In his possesMr. Austin
an
The answers to these questions will
boiler maker of the Santa Re, hav- - sion was found the trunkful
of
interest very American who believe!'
ng
company
quite clothes.
for
with
been
the
Ilildebrandt admitted takthat the lat of our public lands;
of years, and Is held as ing the trunk, and plea. led hard with
number
should pass to the ownership ami
mechanic of unusual ability. HI Olllcer Woody to be allowed to take
benelit of the many and not of the
rtice is in Topeka. Kaus. J. T. John- - the trunk and Its contents back to
(.IIIOICO I'INllIOT.
few In the following symposium
Is known as one of the best
ton
rightful owner, but of no avail.
GlfTord Plnchot, chief forester of the Chief Forester of tlio Vnltrd States, master boiler makers In the country, their
Woody and his prisoner arrived here
United States and one of the most
having served his time on the Penn Friday evening, HUdebiandt being deWho Iuim Written nn Article K
brilliant of the younB officials the
., and later posited in the county Jail for safo
eelnl!y for The I'.veninr. Citizen oil sylvania at Iiennlson,
president has gathered at Washingwas master boiler maker or the keeping until Saturday, when the olllForetrt
Heserve.
the
especially
for
ton, writes an article
Northern Pacific at St. Paul for quite cer and hl prisoner left for FlagThe Evening Citizen on the practical ests created after March 1, 1907,
number of years. About two years staff.
management of the forest reserves
Hack of the story of the theft runs
there will be be no Interference With go he took service with the Santa
and the rights of the people therein. the
Industry. It will go on Fe at Albuquerque as master boiler the racy tale of a married man,
The president in his proclamation Just grazing
resigned
'he
position
which
maker
father of five children, deserting his
as if the national forests had
tying up the 17.000.000 acres said:
not been established, during the en about six weeks ago to accept the wife and babies to fleo with pretty
Till; l'RF.SIIHONT'S REASONS.
charter Kdith Ailly, also of Denver, whose
tire grazing season of 1907, without one he now holds. He is a Railway
Failure on my part to fign this fee
member of the International
love Ilildebrandt won by posing a
and without any interference.
would mean that improclamation
heart-whol- e
association
lioiler
Makers.
Master
and fancy free, but matThe land within national forests Is
timber
mense tracts of valuable
In
vice
president
as
served
nd
has
rimonially Inclined.
open
freely
to
use
as
Mtea
hotels,
for
lumof
the
hands
the
would fall Into
present
years.
two
With
the
for
accomplished, hardly
Heautlful,
stores,
mills, residences and all other
ber syndicates, whereas the creation legitimate
or inspection, it is sate to as more than a girl. Miss Ailly was Hat
The greatest orce
of the reserves means that this tim- possible usepurposes.
on
ume that the boilers
the Santa tercel bv Hildebrandt's attentions, and
of the land Is desired
ber will be kept In the interest of
the smooth man of the world last
more people, settlement and In- Fe will be well cared for.
the homemaker, for our entire pur- The
was September Induced her to fly with
Accompanying
this
article
pose in this forest reserve policy is dustry the better Is the protection
picture of Austin and Johnston, him on the wings of love, Flagstaff
of which results. All kinds of Improve- both
to keep the land for the benefit
well known In Albuquerque, Just being their objective point.
ments are not only permitted, but
the actual settler and nome-maite- r, way, are
with the wave
Unsophisticated Edith yielded to
is described above,
decidedly welcomed.
to further his Interests in every
f
the
I'acltlu lapping at their feet. 1 his pleadings and accompanied him
resources
natural
and while usina the
to
the Skylight City, where she was
of the country for ithe benefit of the WIIF.RF. THE NEW
t II.KOIS ItKTAMATK
faithfully assured a preacher would
RESERVES ARE LOCATF.R.
TVO-Ci:Xpresent generation, also to use mem
HAITI. be secured and the marriage cere
AtiAINST
The additions to the nation's for
in such a manner as to keep them
In retaliation for adverse legisla mony performed.
unimpaired for the benefit of the est reserves made by presidential tion, culminating in the passage of a
two
less than
Arriving"
1 are lo
proclamation
up
since
to
March
growing
inherit
now
passenger fare bill months ago, there
children
after visiting several
by the Nebraska
legislature,
the land. This is the final and ex- cated as follows:
passed
other cities, ICdlth pleaded that the
Acres,
State.
clusive object not merely of our forwhich went Into effect Thursday, wedding be performed,
but Hllde
3,022,720 and
est policy but of our whole public Colorado
Including
th.i
Nebraska
all
railroads.
966, H60 Union Pacific, Burlington, Northwest brandt always managed that the date
Idaho
land policy.
postponed.
the
the
be
In
meantime
3,350,140 ern, Missouri Facillc, ltock Island and
Montana
theodore roosevelt. Oregon
4,052,009 Great Northern, issued circulars ab- - exchequer of the couple was getting
4,291,000 solutely abolishing all classes of re- - exceedingly low. and a few days beWashington
i'l ih.1c has man y rights ix
fore he deserted her, taking all her
Wyoming
137,000 duced fares.
Under the head of clothing except the dress that graced
rf.sf.rvf.s.
nation's
Instructions,"
'special
the
circular
form. Ilildebrandt
her
16,819.820 says:
Total
Agents must not honor clergy Intimated that Kdith might seek a
(Uy OlfTord l'luchot.)
In the above, Yellowstone park permits, reduced rate orders,
orders
in the hotel where they were
(Chief Forester of the United States.) located partly In both Montana am or Instructions for rates for disabled position
stopping,
his entire time might
National forests (formerly called Wyoming, gets an addition of 34S
charity be devoted that
soldiers,
orders
for
volunteer
to showing her how much
forest reserves) are created with the 000 acres.
rates, or any other form of a reduced he loved her.
main object of using all their rerate order, whether for a state or inDespite her longing to be loved
Everysources in the wisest way.
TAKE IT IX TIME
terstate Journey, In any portion of Miss Ailly Indignantly
refused to seek
thing is for use the timber, the
Nebraska.
a menial position, and, becoming Inrange, the water, the land. Only Just as Scores of Albuquerque People
one-wa- y
rates,
trip.
'All
excursion
censed,
Ilildebrandt left her and
Have.
those lands chlelly valuable for the
whether on excursion or certificate Flagstaff between tivo suns,
the
Waiting doesn't pay.
production of timber of the protecconpresent
plan,
at
authorized for
feminine wearing apparel going with
If you neglect the aching back,
tion of the water flow are Included
ventions,
etc.,
events,
assemblies,
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely homeseekers' excursion rates, one- him.
in national forests.
Heartbroken at her rudely shat
It happens that little patches of follow.
way settlers' rates, reduced theatrical tered
dream of bliss, miles away from
DounSs Kidney Pills relieve back or party
agricultural land, small mountain
or
rates,
rates
commutation
"that
dear Denver, sans lover, sans
meadows, necessarily fall within their ache.
any
rates,
special
one
either
other
money and sans clothes, Kdith tear
Cure every kidney ill.
boundaries. These are being platted
way
applying
trip,
or
between
round
Albuquerque citizens endorse them two points, both of which are In the fully turned to her laat recourse, the
and will rapidly pass into private
law, and soon stern fate. In the form
Mrs. J. L. Curd, living at 410 South state of Nebraska, are hereby
ownership.
of Deputy Woody, was hot on tho
The mining prospector is permitted Third street, Albuquerque, N. M
In
trail of the fleeing Lothario.
says:
"I suffered more or less from
to explore and locate his claims
calling
by
circular
concludes
The
The day after his sudden departure
the reserves without the slightest re- pains In my back for a long time, and attention to the' fact that It Is the
Miss Ailly received a letter from hln
my purpose to make
striction, and in mining localities the at times when I would over-exe- rt
two-cethe
rate
timber is protected, kept in the coun- self or take cold. I suffered severely. the only possible rate to apply on Ne stating that while he dearly loved
her, and would continue to do so untry, and kept from burning up, for That this trouble was due to kidney braska passenger fares.
til the angels, on wings of purest
disease I had no doubt; in fact, I be
the particular benefit of the miner.
white, bore him to his last resting
All timber and wood in the nation- lieve it was hereditary in my case, as FLOODS TAKB OUT
the skies, he loved her
al forests is for use, and for prompt my father died with Rright's disease
HUNTS OF HIUDGE place beyond
lingerie better, and would al
use. It is sold to the small man and About a year ago Doan's Kidney 1111
Two bents In the Santa. Fe bridge pretty
ways
clothing so that h'
keep
her
Everybody
my
who were brought to
attention, and north of llarstow were carried away
to the big man.
needs timber to establish his home taking them for a short time I wa by the storm Thursday night, tying would have something to remind him
gets it free of charge, and gets it absolutely relieved of the pain In my up the Nan Francisco line, says the of the fairest face fate had ever
In his path.
when he asks for it. In the case of. back and felt better In every way. San
Sun
The Mohave thrown
This letter gave a clue lo Ms
the national forests recently created, The merits of Doana Kidney 1111 river llernardino
Is swollen as it has not been In whereabouts
and Deputy Woody I
to
until
me
so
wait
plainly
were
demonstrated to
the settler will not have
years, and Hows a wide, rush mediately
for Humboldt
He that I can with pleasure and conn many
treked
they are under administration.
past
ing
Daggett.
river
This
has
where Ilildebrandt was nabbed wllh
may take what timber he needs for dence recommend them to others.
damage
to
caused
Salt
the
Lake
For sale by all dealers.
domestic use, without asking.
Price 0 bridge two miles east of Daggett, SO the goods on hlni."
Foster-Mllbur- n
What action will be taken by th
Co., Buffalo, feet of the bridge
In the sale of timber there Is no cents.
having been swept deserted
secrewife in Denver is not known
agents
monopoly,
New
the
sole
for
York,
chance for
for the United down stream.
will
require
some
It
but Olllcer Woody states that the wife
tary of agriculture can sell as much States.
completed.
repairs
to
for
be
time
the
or a9 little as he pleases, to whomRemember the name Doan's an In the meantime the Salt Lake Is has been kept Informed of her errant
spouse's behavior and whereabouts
ever he pleases and for whatever take no other.
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using the Tonopah-Tldewatline on ever since he landed in Flagstaff,
inprice ho deems fair for the best
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line.
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reach
Fe
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and it Is more than likely that a very
The
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all
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do
HOUGH DRV.
Salt Lake, March. 11 A epecla
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own timber, whereas before it pracLaundry
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Co.
says
dispatch
from Reno,
brandt, will be lodged against him.
that Tex
tically gave it away, and gave it away
monopannounces
sign
Richard
was
that he has
in such a manner that it
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have your trade.

well-mold-

THIS

PURITY
SYSTEM
OF THE

Is the Secret of
COMPLETE HEALTH.

HIRES HUNDREDS OF MEN

Doesn't it stand to reason
that for perfect health, th.
human system must be kep
pure and clean, inside as wd

as outside?
Then take Cascarets, th
world-famo-

and

Bowel Medicine

us

system-cleaner-

s,

STRIKE BREAKER

ft

-

0s? I

that will

help you KEEP CLEAN
INSIDE.

The body of man is the
most perfect &td delicate mechanism in existence, and the bast
OBSTRUCTION or accumulation of filth in any part of it, vi.J
make it hobble, move IRREGULARLY and SPASMODICALLY
and if not attended to promptly may stop the machine altogether

Isn't that plain common sense to any person that has hr.r
any experience with machinery of human invention, from t'.i
sewing machine to the
engine? All the parts
joints, connections, gearings, must be kept absolutely pure ar.d
clean to get the best results. A careless, untidy engineer is a
failure and will lose his job.
triple-expansi-

Nature has been kind to us by handing over to us to be occupied during our earthly existence, an almost automatic, elastic mechanism, that will
run itself if only properly cared for.
Ail that She asks, is that the body be supplied with "Pure Food " f uel
cf the right kind, applied in the right way, that a lubricant be furnishtd
tor the joints, muscles, nerves through the marvelous distributing and icl
letting system of arteries and veins, and that ail parts of the engine be ui.c.i
iui uic puipu&cs uiicnuca wimuuc undue strain.
But, when little mistakes are made in eating and drinking, with pcrh.-- p
excessive exertion, there is a liability ot a stoppage in the natural clcansii-.process, and you are liable to become UNCLEAN INSIDE.
That means obstruction, stoppage cf the normal functions, ferment:.
tion, poisoning of the blood by your own decaying sewage, and a iiatil.:y
ot tiie development oi any ot nunareas ot serious diseases.
Cascarets Candy Cathartic are fragrant, sweet, mild but effective liHe
t?.:. lets that were first compounded from pure, harmless, veeetable sua
a Pure Drug of their own. in 1896.. . These . tablets Droved
under
sta r.ces.
to
.
.
.
t
v.
r
i
be .ir;e
greatest ituoricators tor
tne
rsoweis ever discovered, and at the same
t:r: e a destroyer ot disease germs in the whole alimentary (food) canal
T::
nave now a gtuc oi over a million doxcs a montn.
They are a pure, reliable, means of keeping (he system clean, present
i
rll diseases arising from accumulations in Constipation, and also reiiev
rnj aiding the 'ure of chronic condition3 after they have developed
n neglect.
Ve-today to vrutcn your cor.lrucns. be careful of your iood and rfn
trr' ; methods of living and learn to a!ie precaution of "Keeping Clean In
c
with Cascarets. Buy a litt'e 10c. box from your own druggiit TO
V. , r, le convinced and loin cur MILLIONS OF rKiLNUS.
j.e sure to "Get What Vou Ask For" the Genuine, every tablet stamped
"C

ate.--
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Our window display will give you
inkling
an
of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
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PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

Hot

IlELEIVES TAIN.
IIVILDS VP TIIE SYSTESI.
Ct ltES Wild MATU5M,

COMPANY

Springs

The Postofflce Authorities Say
That Company Is Issuing
Fraud Advertisements.
A fraud order
has been Issued
against the Uel Koy Mining and
Smelting company, of Kansas City,
Mo., and Kl I'asn, Tex., says a dis
patch dated Washington, V. C. The
company was Incorporated under the
laws of New Mexico and capitalized
for J2, 500,oon, with a par value of
stock at $2.60 per share. The prop
erty which this company claimed to
own was located In Han Andreas mtn
ing district In Socorro county, In New
Mexico, and consisted of tho claims
know
as the lloulder, Rattler, Jaa- -

per,

lilack

Hock,

ltd
Lucky

Jupiter,

121 RAILROAD AVE.

IS

nt

;

All Other Shoes

!

Per Cent Discount

T

forest

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

Bluff,

t'yclono and llulldog,
Andy,
Typhoon and Texas, and the ofllcera
were: William
of the company
Moeller, president; W. J. Harris, vice
president;
I. K. Kettler, secretary
and M. 1. Caylord, manager, all of
Kl I'aso, Tex., and W. II. Shelly, of
Kansas City.
The company claimed to own 1,157
acres of the richest copper property
in
the United States and sold Its
stock with the understanding that the
land was clear and the money would
he employed In the purchase of mining machinery. As a matter of fact,
the company had little or no land
mid held options only on several
claims which options were allowed to
lapse, leaving th. ni without any vis
Ihle assets, so tho poatollico olllclals
l.'cl.ire.
How to K.inaln Voting.
To continue young in health
and
.strength, do as Mrs. N. I' liowan,
Mi'lJnnouch, (Ja., did.
She says:
"Three bottle of Klectrle. liltters cur- mo
of chronic liver and stomach
id
trouble complicated with such an
unhealthy condition
of the blood
turned red as flannel
that my
I am now practically 2o years young
er than before I took Klectrlc Hit'
ters. I can now do all my work with
ease and assist in my husband s
store."
Guaranteed at all dealers,
I'rlco 50c.
C1IIKOPO.
iiAiit niti:ssi:it

EASY TO KEACH.

CCItES kiiiNEV AILMENTS.
CLUES DIABETES.

Cl'ItES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,
New Mexico

Sco Santa l'e Agent for round
good for thirty days.

trip rates,

C000
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Write us For Catalogue oi

PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY

WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

$

J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

212

Albuquerque

Foundry and
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Mrs.

B. RUPPE
203 WEST
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Thos. F. Kele'ier
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Machine

HALL, Proprietor
R.
Iron and Crasa Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bar, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Ropolro on mining mnd mill mmohlnory m Bpoolalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Hamblnl, at hrr parlor-J- , No,
West Railroad avenue. Is preWE FILL
pared to give thorough scalp treat
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns.
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and maniAt Consistent
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
tion of complexion cream builds up
Prices
the skin and Improves the complex
Ion., and Is guaranteed not to be In
jurlous. She also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and prevents dan
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO
druff and hair falling out; restorel
.MISS Mi: MIAItKLY. STKIki: lilt I : A Iv I
remove
life to dead hair;
moles.
tils Noting Woman Has ll'ii ail liinplo.x-of K.niuli .Men Since Sli
warts and superfluous hair. Also I
Was 1H, and Sho knows 1 licni All Like a llM,k.
LIVEItY. SALE, FEED AND
face powder, a freckle cure and plm
11.
While trouble.
Cleveland. O., March
TRANSFER tJTA iiLK.S.
cure and pile cure. All of these
a
railroad was dickthe
The concern by which Hie Is em pie
are purely vegetable Horses and
ering witii its trainmen over a wugj ployed has us--- nil' ed about 3(JU sub preparations
Mules nought and
In. lease on the road east of l'itls-burstltutfs for tr.i.i.i,. n in the last few compounds. Have just added a viof
for treatment
f them, had been brator machine
and Krie, an attractive young weeks, and in
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
woman in this city was assembling
lected by- - .!:-- s Sharkey herse
IN THE CITY
and holding men ready to tako tho She bizes up t" i i applicant w ho of Is also used for rheumatism, pains REST TOURNOUTS
Second Street, between Railroad and
ocfers for the v .,ik In answer to the and massage.
trainmen's places should a strike
Copper Avenue.
cur. An amicable adjustment of the advertisements ..I the agency. Sh
trobule caused her efforts to be sus- questions th.; in;. n with smiles, an
Tetter, Suit Uliciim and Ecicma.
pended.
politely battles attempts to deceive
These aro diseases for which
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
This would not have been the first he is a boi ii . i
and ex Chamberlain's
,alve Is especially Take LAXATIVE BKOMO vjulnlne
22,
pert on human nature. When sh valuable. It quickly allays the itchexperience of Miss Mae Sharkey,
us a strike breaker.
The young
enrolls a man In r employers are con ing and smarting and son effects a Tableta. Druggists refund money If
three years ago figured promi- tldent that they li.iw got a man the cure. Price, 25 cents. For sale by It falla to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signature U on each box. 25c.
nently in the Chicago packing hous? want.
all druggists.
g
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J Al- C

403 Witt Railroad

Avnm

Worked Like a Cluirni.
Mr. U. N. Walker, editor of that
spicy journal, the Enterprise, Louisa,
'a., ays: "I ran a nail In my foot
last week mid at mice applied Ituck-lt-n- 's
Arnica talve. No inflammation
f olloue l. the alve simply healed the
wound " Heals every ore. burn an 1
kln disease. duarauteed
al ail
dealers. 'J5c.
.

ALBUQUERQUE

THE ALBUQUERQUE

be foretold at this moment
However, when the session Is finished the blame will fall
where it properly belongs.
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It will be solved cannot
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Little Items About

i

Copper and Second

Mexican: The territorial educational instituGreat Things.
tions should be treated fairly and liberally. Parsimony
W. T. MeCKKIUlIT,
W. 8. HTHlCHXJClt,
in that direction would not prove of benefit; quite the
Buslneaa Manager.
President
reverse.
This policy should also be observed with the
Trainer "Punch him In de head,
There Shorty."
charitable and penal territorial Institutions.
CONDITION NOT THEORY
should be appropriations, needful and demanded, for
Shorty: "Where is it?"
The Cittlsen l of the opinion that the people of their proper maintenance and administration, no more
Pat: "Don't never do this fer a
Ne-Mexico, as a general thins;, fully understand the anad no less.
Hvin,' me boy take up something
condition of mattere and parties In the territorial legi
easier, drawing, fer Instense."
Young Man: "Certainly, I'm go"dive the public printing to the lowest bidder,"
The majority of the members are straight re
slature.'
I was Just
Ueally, Danny, you ing to be a cartoonist.
! publicans.
They mere elected as republicans and by re- screams the Morning Journal.
looking
at Vnilr tana It ixmil.1 mult
publicans, and they are and have been true to their should take this matter up Immediately with the Berna- a fins comic valentine."
party, It principles and Its organization. That they lillo board of county commissioners and have them
How Tasto Differs.
They forgot tt ask for bids, you
.will remain to the end of the session, true to the party, remedy matter.
Whilo walking down Second street
know, when you were awarded your present contract recently,
Its principles and Its organdcatloif, goes without saying.
reporter heard one lady
the
say to another: "My goodness, tho
The minority In the legislature consists of thren fxr county printing.
women hang around these ten-ceIncongruous elements. Democrats, elected as such and
"Mr. Barnes' word in the matter would Mill be be- stores, worse than the men do around
fully expected to oppose everything republican; threa
the White Elephant."
raaaJS
republicans, elected as such but who were expected t) lieved, even though Mr. Garfield should really care to
TIUs Sudden Insanity.
act with the minority; and a few members elected as deny the Interview," says the Morning Journal. Whew!
"Go insane, mil!" yelled the look
republicans and of whose fidelity no doubts were enter' Guess that will hold Mr. Garfield for a while.
out. "Go Insane!"
tained, but whom the minority are hoping to Influence
"Wot's eatin' yer?" growled the
11
CARD:
Will C. Barnes, Las Vegas, N. M. Official burglar, who was stuffing swar into
Kven with the last element, the control of which
a
sack.
by the minority The Citizen will not yet believe to have sponsor for the department of the interior In general
"Go Insane. I tells ver. Yera comes
been secured, the heterogeneous and Incongruous mix and Secretary Garfield in particular. Iloroscoplo po the cops."
Washington Herald.
ture known ns the minority has not been, cannot be litical data supplied on short notice. Address Morning
Government Ownership on Trial.
and will not be, able to secure any legislation. The ut Journal Burro, Santa Fe.
If government ownershiD and od- most they can do Is to block legislation which the peo
eratlon
of railroads proved as sucXXXXXXXXXXXX0XXXXXJOO000
ma
representing
majority,
the
ple desire and which the
cessful and economical as government ownership and construction of
Jority of the people, are endeavoring to secure.
FRESH AIR MAN'S GREATEST
isthmian canals, it would certainly be
Take for Instance, among many others, these three
one
of the marvels of the age. Kan
bill, the rail
AND CHEAPEST BLESSING g sas city
important measures the
Journal.
two
The first
road rate bill and the appropriations bill.
000000000XX00CXOOOOOOCXOOOOtJ
Tlio Alluring Word.
the majority In the house have passed. Will the
"Look 'ere. Hill." ejaculated thd
We want to have a talk with the great family of
If
be able to pass them through the council?
other ihobo. In dianust. pointing to I
so, they become laws, and the majority will deserve ths readers of this newspaper on the subject of fresh air. a piece or newspaper
he had picked
Not a very sensational topic from one point of view. up.
If they fail, the minority will be
gag
Mere Is de musty old
entire credit.
on
agen
point
health,
iut
View,
from
not
of
of
another
that
fer drawin' a ignorant sucker
for the failure, because they are majority
on
work.
yes,
Listen.
vital. Fresh air is the
f
measures, andthe minority must bear the blame of an sensational, but important,
"'Wanted: At IIS Canal street, 1
cheapest and best medicine In the world. If everyone man
indignant people.
to do light work!' "
The third bill, that of appropriations, has been pre took full advantage of his opportunities to use this pan
Hot Year.
pared.
It is liberal to all the institutions of tho acea of nature, fully fifty per cent of the doctors would
Teacher, pausing in her reading ol
territory. This, too. Is a republican majority meaaurs have to go out of business and the patent medicine man a story to her little class: "Does any
would have to expend his energies in other dorectlons.
of the children know how many
Will It
and the house will pass It overwhelmingly.
We have never been able quite to figure out the months a year has?"
a lawT Again, as before, every one knows that
I do!" Anjiwprpd n litttf aehnlnp
people
some
seem
to have that
AUTOMATIC
failure can be brought about only through the minor- the terrible fear that
with avidity.
way
will
find
little
fresh
its
starved
air
into
their
passage
ity.
of this bill will redound to the credit
"Well,
The
How
many?"
Nellie.
"Two. June and December."
Its defeat will bring down upon the lungs . Not long Hgo the writer of this arose at day- f the majority.
"What makes you thing that?"
minority the just indignation of an outraged public. light and walked about two miles. Of the several hun- asked
the teacher, amused.
Ired homes he passed, the
windows of Just
We will see what "we shall see.
"Because my birthday comes In
open.
were
eleven
more
of
these
Out
houses
eleven
or
June and Crlstmas In December!"
In this Mil, there Is an annual appropriation
than one window was raised In but three of them. The
.$20,000 for the New Mexico university; a special approTUB CITY GAMBLER,
In the section of the city popularly sup
were
houses
all
priation of $35,000 for Improvement of university plant; posed to belong
to
Intelligent
most
people.
the
And
new-bor- n
The,
dealbabe was crying in
and 1 4,000 for dyke protection. This Is certainly
nearly all of these people were proving every night
bed,
ing generously with BernaUllo, because from this county
"He's got a chance," the physician
In the Important matter of their health .they are
men sent to the legislature have teen working against that
said.
more Ignorant than savages.
He
way
not
through.
majority
left with a pitying backward
Is
It
republican
all the
the
No human being who can afford to buy enough bed
glance.
.time that they should stop and ask; themselves what covering to keep from freezing has any business to But the
babe decided to take the
they have secured by this course ?Every man who goes sleep in a room without
chance.
a window open. Plenty of
to the legislature goes as the representative of the dlv fresh air at night is necessary
if you are to fortify your
trict which elects him, and he is expected, as well as body against the disease germs which are always attack- The babe grew up in the course of
time.
in duty bound, to secure uch legislation as will be for ing you. And that Is not all. You can't give the ma
And made his way through the
the largest benefit of his district. But a few more days of chinery of your body too much fresh air at any time
city s slime;
legislative life remain, and the three men from Berna- night or day. The great white plague continues to mow Cramming hard in the Bchool of Suspense,
Ullo county are asked what have they secured for the down hundreds of thousands of people In
this country His eye grew shifty, his face grew
Absolutely every year, and the greatest ally of consumption
people they are supposed to represent?
is bad
tense.
nothing, and they should know that the minority can a4r. The same thing Is true of nearly every one of the Fearful of possible painful jars.
give them nothing.
Dodging autos and surface cars,
What should be their course on lung diseases In fact of all diseases. Exchange.
Leaving his office building tall,
the appropriation measure, which contains so much for
Where the elevator was apt to fall;
Albuquerque? Will they continue their fight on politiMeeting strangers with cautious look
cal matters. In which this county has absolutely no cona hand surrounding his
And
QUICK TEMPER AND HANDY
cern, and thus bring about the defeat of the very measFrom his morning bath to his mid- CALEB
ure which concerns us so much?
POWERS
GUN MAN'S COMBINED ENEMY
night trance,
There will undoubtedly be a veiled attempt by th5
Taking
taking
chance,
a
a chance.
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOQU
forces to persuade the representative
from this county to do that very thing, and it behoove)
Why pistols In hip pockets? London is disturbed An old gray man was lying in bed,
PLETES SEVENTH
"He's got a chance," thephyslclan
us all, who have the welfare of our city at heart, to In- over a record in 11906 of 23 homicides and attempted
said.
of
sist upon our representatives lining up in the interest
homicides by shooting. In nine months of 1908 New But the old man sighed a weary
.Albuquerque. Should they not do this, it will certainly York had 62 such homicides, to say nothing of uncata- sigh
YEAR
"I've taken chances enough. Goodbe very difficult for them to explain the reasons for their logued attempts. Last year Chicago, the most American
bye."
justly
Albuquerque
Is
securing
to
which she
for
not
that
of our large cities and
d
as large as London,
William F. Kirk, in Los Angeles
entitled, and which it is possible for our representatives reported 109 homicides by shooting, and added 163 sui
Kxaminer.
(Continued from Page One.)
to secure by the exercise of good Judgment in casting cides of the same class.
political prejudices to the winds.
She's Married Now.
Ask the police to explain the difference In these
to life in the hope of seeing her
f
(Hilary Neil Weston, the poet ing
THE MATTER OF SIXX'lUXO API'ltOPIUATlOXS death rates.
"martyr son"
to freedom.
They will tell you it is because of the widespread laureate of Honolulu, waxed ironi- As before, his restored
XK ALMQUEKQIK IS XOW VP TO THE DELEcase will be fought
cal when he read President Roosewith
people
GATION FROM THIS COUNTY, AX1 THEY WILL HE custom In America of carrying weapons.
funds
of
all over the
the
velt's recommendation that the JapA pistol In a hip pocket is an encouragement to a anese be given citizenship rights by I'nited States, who believe him the
KEKPOXS1HIJC FOIt ANY IWILIRK, AS THE
victim of partisan hatred and opquick temper. It is a questionable adjunct for a wise the United States and otherwise be pression.
ORGANIZATION
IS WITH VS.
on an equality with the white
man, while a fool and a pistol make a combination that placed
For Caleb Powers was admittedly
men of America. His muse, spurred
represents the height of Irresponsibility.
A very large by Itoosevelt's words, prompted the 60 miles from Frankfort when an
i
VINDICATION OF ROSS
unknown
assassin's bullet laid low
proportion of the men who carry "guns" have little following, entitled,
".She's
Married Wm. Goebel,
who was driving the
Speaking of the pilgrimage of General Hugh Cam- or no excuse for it.
Now.")
legislature to name him governor.
am married, pnpa. married
eron, who Is now in the city bearing the greetings of
Presence of common sense is greatly promoted by I To
Now,
the prosecution for the fourth
a darling Japanese,
Edmund O. ltoss. absence of pistol.
the people of Kansas to
time will try to establish that the
He's
from his ankles
was fired from the win
fatal
shot
whom Kansas at one time so bitterly hated and hounded,
Not only is nearly all caes Is It childish, useless and
T'J his lovely lumpy knees.
dow of Powers' office in the state
the Leavei. worth Journal of that state recently said positively Billy, but it Is also illegal, dangerous and a
house by a hired assassin.
editorially;
distinct abetor of crime. It removes from men not onlv His eyes are set at angles
Hall was always refused Powers.
his nose Is on askew,
There Is scarcely a mun living who doe not feel a the opportunity but the necessity for clear thinking. It HutAnd
In July, of 1900, he got his first trial,
I know If "Teddy" will approve
was
Impeached.
was
menaces
not
thankfulness that Andrew Johnson
convicted and sentenced
friend and foe alike. It is the confessed resort
for
'Twill be all right with you.
life. The court of appeals rejected
It would have set a precedent that would have cauH of the rowdy, the bully and the coward.
finding
Again
the
court.
the
he
of
O,
I'm sure he loves mo deaiiv.
trouble to the end of the government. Further. It l
It need not be argued as a point of law. We Ignore
was tried and given a life sentence,
For he told some Nippon men
notj pow irlouHly believed that h9 needed Impeaching, j thousands "? other laws.
It s a proposition Involv That he'd never, never sell me
and saved by the court of appeals. In
1903 he was again
convicted ana
Under fifteen hundred Yen.
r! and straightforward common sense.
'Anurtrw Johnson was A figure of the rough and I'MOy. ing
sentenced to death, the court of ap
Take away the pistol and you probably remove All our Occidental custom.
He was
He was a man of strong likes and UlsllhPs,
peals also annulling this trial. For a
s
every men a painoi.
of the possibility of homicide. The man who
i nis asseruon nas only Deen alwhile in 1905 he was in the hands
I've abandoned, papa dear.
of the United States court, but the
lowed to be made of recent years, but It Is true. We Is most amiable today is the very man who forgets him For the Oriental culture
supreme court of the United States
That we Used to think so queer.
now know that no man would have Mood as he stood In self tomorrow.
sent the case back to the state courts
No pistol means no yielding to sudden criminal I
Tennessee and been disloyal at heart. Instead, he was
as having full jurisdiction.
can swig a quart of Sake,
impulse;
means
unjustifiable
it
fewer
loyal to the core.
homicides and
Rice and pork eat with a stick.
lalls in Which Powers Has Spent
more
or
In
clogs
sandals
real safety for the individual and for society, ann Hobble out
As a matter of fact, Senator Hoss rendered to the
Years.
In a style that's really slick.
country a real public service In refusing to vote for the therefore a safer nation.
Lexington, Ky.
Leave the gun at home.
Ky.
Frankfort,
impeachment of Andrew Johnson. Had he done otherThough my lovely silk klni.ono
Louisville, Ky.
At the atari
wise he would have caused a revolution.
Leaves my limbs a little bare,
Georgetown, Ky.
OOOOOOOOCKXXXXXX3COOOOOOOOOOOO
Tis the garb of dear old Nippon,
of the public mind at that time the Impeachment of
Newport, Ky.
I really do not care.
Johnson would have been followed by a Hot of crime.
QUESTION OF FACTORY VS.
8 So
lie has also stopped at other jails
en
route to these.
respectable
and
Assassination would have been made
And I'd sooner, papa darling.
He a "Geisha" in Japan
WORK IN AMERICAN KITCHEN 8
the passions would have held full sway, liy the firmShoe trees keep your shoes In shape
Thau to wed some lazy white man
ness and couruKo of Senutor Koss, the country was aave.l
make them look better and wear
your parenVil ban.
ooooooooooctooooo
I'nder
It.
confronted
longer. They last a life time and cost
the most fearful fate that could have
only 75 cents a pair at C. May's shoe;
The cool collected manner In which some women CANNOT WltlTK ON
Senator itoss made no pretensions to being a grea
store,
314 West Railroad avenue.
K
OF
POST
CARltS.
F.U
man. He wus a country editor, imbued with the spirit are now setting about the Investigation of the d'.mest'-servic- e
Washington. 1. C. March 11.
problem Is both significant of the new feiriinlin-statuHe went to
itt fair play above the passion of the times.
information given a few days
and hopeful for the domestic future. In the New 1'lie
Washington with only a local reputatalon.
He was exigo (hat the face of postal cards
pected to line up with his party, or his faction, rather, Idea Woman's Magazine for April Miss Elizabeth Irwii-haan he written upon, was erroneous.
a thoroughgoing little article summing up the situa- All postals are printed by the gov
and fink his Individuality, ltoss saw that Johnson was
and by no one else, and o.i
being unfairly treated.
The American spirit of fair tion as to where the supply of domestics comes from ernment,
OF THE
of such postal cards will be
the
face
play of which we boast so much, was not on exhibition, and why it is so limited. In regard to the vexing, found the (following:
"The spue
for postmark.''
ltuss confronted a fearful ordeal. It was to join th' though obstinate, fact that the girls are crowding the above Is reserved
MILLINERY FASHION CO.
machine, sink his individuality and ,,te with the domi- factories even being turned away from them whi'e "Postal card." "The space below is
publication
only."
The
address
for
lusv everything the private houses are suffering for lack of their work. referred to should have mentioned
nant faction of the republican parly,
u man would cherish and vote with Jdinini. lie voted an apparently decisive canvass among the factory girls only "Post Cards,"
which can b;
was made by a number uf interested women us fol- printed by any one so long as they
with Johnson and it was his vote that saved impeachconform to the requirements, and can
Thursday and Friday
ment. Jim
had been driven to suicide because he lows:
he written on both sides.
hail done the same thin. Hoss knew what it meant l
"The next year, however, the same committee tried
again on a broader basis and sought to find In as many
stand by .lulsSson.
Till-- IURGKKT MAHGAINS.
Ueally, now, was not he brave?
in tills city you will find
Then why lunger cases as possible reasons for the
aversiou ever known
ERV1N & PAYNTER
the ('iu.li ituycrs' I nlon, 123 North
harbor that feeling of resentment that has kept the man to domestic service. This time flvu hundred and sixty-fou- r at
Second
street.
an outcast.
There is no disposition In make a saint of
women In the industrial Held were interviewed.
him, no desire to canonize him uj a savior of the coun- They one und all seemed to think housework Would intry, it was simply a poor country editor beset with
volve a loss of dignity and also a tacrillco of independHituulion that puzzled the wisest heads in tho country. ence.
Employers in shops and factories Were appeale
He had to act, and he did act. It was a brave thing to to also, and ugreed, when turning girls' away, to mendo, but ltoss did It
He acted for his conscience. IK" tion domestic service as an alternative.
The result ot
l his
acted right.
wider canvass was thirty-si- x
applicants; of these,
Heer Hall l'laceof Recreation.
Therefore, we say let the animosities of the civil twelve were charity cases, who were incompetent for
war period be buried. We have quit waving the bloody other wiu'k; seven others were neither shop nor factory
First Class Wines Liquors and Cigars
We have quit many other foolish things. It W girls, u not typical cases; of the remaining seventeen,
shirt
tow time to do justice to one of the most maligned met fourteen weakened when it came to the point and went
in the country. If this pilgrimage results In calling re- back to their old work, two turned out to be hard
TKLKMOMK, 31
newed attention to the brave man who was thrust Into drinkers and ihe third took a place, but left after
a lion's den without experience with men or measures, week because the work was ' too degrading.' The SKSCSOSSKSVVVSKSKSKS
iSeneral Cameron will have performed a distinct publl committee closed Its Investigation along Uiese lines with
service.
a modified view which Is of great value to the housewife who chciishes a secret hoe that In time the facFinest Whiskies i
Only ten more days of work for the tory and shop girl may again develop domestic tastes.
New Mexican:
.
legislative assembly. NIkIiI sessions will This may come t
h
but It Is manifest that while
Wines, Brandies. Etc. J
have to be held during the coming week in order t we are awaiting this change of heart We must turn to
BARNETT,
Prop',.
JOSEPH
clewH up the business.
That friction exists between the some other source of supply to fill our daily wants, and
two houses and that there Is no unity of interests be for the present be content with the five per cent i'
SAMPLSt AMD I
g:rl
wh
tween the govt rnor and (he assembly Is too apparent Amerimu-ln.ri- i
Railroad Avenue
eschew the factory for' le I
CLUB ROOM
West
0
to be denied. It li an unfortunate condition, and how home."
New
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The Automatic
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Constructed on Scientific Principles.
CALL AND GEE THEM

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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J. D. Eakia, President
O. Glomt, Vice President.

Cfau. Mellnl,

O. BachecW,

an

UentMrj
Treaorer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
"'1.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
WMOLmmALK
in

.
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
klip viything

one-thir-

W

In Hock t outfit Ibo
most fastidious bar com plot o

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwcst for
Jo. S.
Sehllt Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C BreweMee; Yellowstcnl
Green River, W. H. McBrayefa Cedar Brook, Uoul. Hunter,
arch, and other atandard brands of whiskies to numerous toT.J. Mo
mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
L1116 tr,Kht article aa received by us from the best
Merles
Distilleries and Breweries In tbe United Stat s. Call
andta asset w
Stock end Price., or write for Illustrated CaUkns and
PrieaUst
Issued to dealers only.
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COOK with
Half of it.

Simple,
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Me
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The St. Elmo
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Gas, Electric Light
'

and Power Co.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

COAL
BE8T CLARKVILLE LUMP
$6.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
$6.50
PER TON

WOOD

SK0)OfJ0S0

GOLD STAR SALOON
Olcl Albucuernc

Economical.

Phone Red 98
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HEAT vrth the
Whole of it
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BIQ LOAD OF MILL WOOD
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR

John

S.

602 80UTH

Beaven

FIRST STREET.

P. Matteucci
EXPERT

Shoemaking and Repairing
103 N. rirot
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Ths CJtlztn Print Shop Is
wtiert you can get tha most for
your money. W
print svsry.
thing but Br"ocks and post- sgs stamps. Either phone.

I

?

vt
what is tiii: woni.n

comim;

to?

un.
Hut we know Mint the
people who Inhabit this part of It will
add to their health, length of life and
hurplneas if they at Ilalllng'M Itrt-iuSome thing true of our rollH, pi, nnd
other pantry. Sure you have the
name?
l.

PIONEER BAKERY,
987 Kouth tliat
trt.
KKT8 HOT CHOCOLATE. ' WAIy
lON'HVUl'G STORE.
If you wsst tmc!u in uaTertlilng,
trv so Evening Cltlseo wsot sd.
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II,
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CONSUL GENERAL M'COLLUM

HUGH CAMERON

BRINGS MESSAGE 10 ROSS

ABOUT

10 VISIT

UNABLE

.

CITIZEN.

FAGK

STILL COL.E.W. DOBSON

10

The Baby's Bod

!'iilp;f itii

RETURNS FROM

TALK

ALBUQUERQUE

(Continued from Page One)

should be a fitting accompaniment to all that important person's belongings. Nothing, is more
comfortable, sanitary and
,
safe than a

GALLUP

.

Nashville,

1887. when she was In
way. Is the father of Thomas
Tenn., holding a W. C. T. U. convenyour chief of police."
one
was
tion,
he was also there attending a reMcMlllIn
Chief of Police
He
union of the Knights of Labor.
of the nrt to receive a call from the
induced her to give a talk to the men.
hermit after his arrival,
thelarge
is
The speech was given In a
In Kansas General . Cameron
taken both llRhtly and seriously. His ater, and as It was a very cold night,
postofflce address Is Lawrence. Three Cameron caught a severe cold. The
miles north of Lawrence Is his camp,a next morning while talking over tha
events of the past evening with Miss
Perched high on
as he calls It.
bluff, beneath which curls the muddy Wlllard, he Jokingly remarked that
hlJ
Is
summer.
believed he would not have caught
he
Caw river, winter, and
home. It Is a hut of anything butIs the cold If he had worn his hair long
as the ladles did, and that he had
The. hill
pretentious proportions.
do so. Miss Wlllard then reknown as Cameron's bluff. A Kansas
plied that she hoped he would never
has
man
who
writer says that he Is a
equal
renounced the active afTairs of men have It cut until woman had day
to
rights with man From that
and is living the life of a; recluse, who
fought with distinction from the be- this no warber has touched his hair
war;
shearing
the
with the intention of
ginning- to the end of the civil
who In former days was acquainted flowing locks.
Douglas;
who
and
Clay,
Webster
wrth
Anheard the impeachment trial ofpresiLETTERS OK COMMENDATION.
drew Johnson, the seventeenth
Topeka. Kan., Feb. 25, 1807.
He wad General Hugh Cameron.
dent of the United States.
is
Greeley,
and
of
Horace
an associate
Dear sir: I desire to congratulate
a man In fact who knows as much you upon the purpose of your trip to
United States history through first Albuquerque that Is, to carry good
hand knowledge as any other man will and respect to
Edliving.
mund G. Ross from a host of old-tiBy those who do not know him, he
Kansans. The passions of early
is criticised and persecuted because. day politics have changed today to
In obedience to his conscience, he the profoundest respect for the man
chooses to end his days apart from who was then the victim .
the strenuous rush of life for the
I wish for you a successful und
purpose of meditation and commun comfortable
trip, and that your visit
ion with God.
may carry to the
a pleas- t'.,r Tjiml Sharks.
Turable asaurance of appreciation and
In
nr,.l
hlnl
involved
..III
nlil
I
n9rwlntM
have
aharkft
"
many lawsuits In a
Very' respectfully,
tempt to steal away his property, (.
GEO. W. MARTIN',
ana
which Is valuable for .Its wood or
0(,0 w Martin Is secretary of
soil. Thus far the keen intellect
tne Kan
state Hgtorlcal 80cety.l
the old man has coped successfully
McMII-ll-

EVEKJJJQ

n,

'

--

",onr"1"

-
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Metal

Count Commander P. Corte. Mystery of Injury Is Explained Suit Brought to Prevent InterDistinguished Italian Will
by Locomotive
ference of Page In
Engineer.
Be Here This Week.
Lighting Field.
Dr. Macamull, Italian consul, with
headquarters In Albuquerque, is In
receplt of Information to the effect
that Count Commander P. Corte,
consul general from the Italian government for the thirteen western and
southwestern states will visit Albuquerque at some time during the
present week In recognition of this
event the Italian community is making preparations for the proper observation of the event During his
stay here, which will probably cover
a period of at least two days, the
count will be the guest of Dr.

Count Corte is a distinguished man.
He has spent the greater portion of
his Ufe In the service of his country,
both in her armies and In the diplo-

matic service He owes his present
exalted position entirely to his faithperformance
ful and patriotic
of
duty. The headquarters of the con'
sul general nre at Denver, Colo.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

If there Is any perceptible ehangs
In the condition of Curtis McCullorr.
since Saturday, It Is a sllicht ImproveAs stated by The Evening
ment.
Cltlsen Saturday, the man was show-

V. E. W. Dobson has Just returned from Gallup, where he is one
of the attorneys In a suit involving a
number of prominent men of that
city.
The suit Is brought by the Gallup
Electric Lighting company against
the Pacific company, and proposes to
enjoin the latter company from operating an electric lighting plant In Gallup. The plaintiffs allege that one
Gregory Page, of whom, the Gallup
Electric Light company's plant was
recently bought, has been instrumental In organizing the new Pacific company, notwithstanding that he agreed
not to engage In the lighting business
In Gallup after having sold his plant
to the Gallup Electric Lighting company.
The plaintiffs further alleg"
that it was his money that bought
the material for the new plant and
that he Is now furthering its Inter-

ing some signs of regaining his senses,
and he continues to try to talk,
though as yet he has been unable to
make an audible sound.
Dr. Pearce says he has known men
to have remained unconscious for as
long a period a has MeCollum and
then recover, and he now has hopes
of saving the man at the hospital.
Dr. Pearce stated this afternoon that
It was either a clot of blood on the
man's brain or a piece of the inner
skull pressing upon the brain that
kept the man In If condition, and
that If it was a clot of blood that
would gradually dissolve and the man
would undoubtedly recover.
Up to this time there was no way
of telling whether It wa a clot or the est.
skull was pressing on the man's brain
Colonel Dobson said that about
but since he has shown signs of re- -. thlrtv witnesses had been exnmlned
covery and '.3 atterr.ptitig to speak, and that thus far nothing had tended
the doctor Is of the opinion that It Is to show that Mr. Page had broken
clotted blood that has been causing his original agreement with the Onl
ine irouoie ana inai u is now passing iup Electric Lighting company. The
away.
, case, however,
has been continued.
.
The mystery as to how the man
came by his injury also has been re
moved. An engineer or the tram by BERANLILLO COUNTY
whloh the man was hurt has visited
the hospHal and told the attendants
Just how the man came by his mis
DISTRICT COURT
fortune. He stated that his train was
running through Suanee at a rather
fast speed that it was a fast train
He says
and did not stop there.
Charles Melenl and J. D. Eakln.
MeCollum evidently was anxious to members of the Consolidated Liquor
leave the town, as he attempted to company, but formerly in business for
catch the train and was thrown a themselves, have brought suit In the
considerable distance In the air.
district court against Charles Tartag-ll- a
A short time later another passen
for the settlement of an open acger train. No. 8, came along and count.
found the man and brought him Into
Another suit died In the district
Albuquerque, where he has since re- court this morning was one by the
mained.
territory of New Mexico vs. Marce
The engineer's story will relieve th9 llnlo Crespln, et al.
A number of workmen are engaged
relatives of any suspicion of foul play
which they may have entertained.
about the court house In clearing the
yard of all rubbish and dried leaves,
and In other ways assisting to Improve the appearance of the place
DOUGLAS THE SCENE
for the opening of the March term of
court, which convenes next Monday.
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Come in and see them on oor floor.

ALBERT FABER'S
.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0
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A Checking Account
Putt System Into Your Business

w
book.

HEN you pay all bills b y check, your business is recorded
coraccurately.
Each Item shows for Itself. There la
rect record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

receipt. You have positive
For every bill you pay, you get
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both tare and small
accounts.

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico. ...
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Chas. L. Keppeler
DEALER IX
New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods.
Stoves, Ranges.
China ware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholster-

ing and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed1.

31 S and 310 South Second Gtreet
ALBUQUERQUE, N. r.1
Where to Dtne Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Maple Flake

tex-ift-

Well-Ma-

completes this desirable piece. Sides drop down to allow
the little one to creep into and out of the crib without
being lifted.
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Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - SSt v
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oy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter , the cares less
and the worries fewer.
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J. A. K REM IS

Butter Nut Bread
Better Than Ever

. .

French Bakery .
202 East Railroad Ave.
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BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE". AND CHICAGO LUMBER
S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
the longent, most economical; full measure.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
PAPER Always In stock.
EUILDINO
Paint. Glass, Baah, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALIU'QCERQVK. XEW MEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-
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clare it t. li' a current transcript theV. corporation
busl
the whole thereof. ness is subscribedwillbycommence
therel Tom .mil
the tncorpora
Allien uii'lcr my hand rind the tors as follow s:
:il of tinterritory of New
irren t
J toucher.
four shares,
it the l ily of Santa IV. the ? H.ivil S.
Mexi"
ipl!i;
"i iniv eighth day of March. tilll.llii.
.1. A. I'.eal. four shales.
$41111.11(1.
A.
on. no
I'r.iiik II. Cob four shares.
.1.
V. KAY NoT.l S,
M.
f
.ylvcsl.
J.
ur
shares. $4(1(1.rit.uy .f New MiAli
( b
Mild.
T.
Mil' slui'e
f ton.
Tin; i'i m.it v (Hti-oi- t
l iTtlliiiito if liicoriMiratlim.
ea
JJ
Ti
:al.
l:i order I i
We. tinpo-address ot nu ll of
form n cirponiUoii for the purpose H- i-Thehit 01 tpoiHlieu
atoi s is No. 11; West
.Mated, under and pursu
lierelnaf
odd avenue, Albuquerque, New Mex
ant to the nrovNioiiM of it n act "f ico.
the lesislalive assembly of the tei
VI
term for which the cor
rltory of New Mexico, entitled: "An porationThe
is to t.xlst Is ft v cars.
act to regulate the formation and
VII.
Any
of this cor
government of corporations for mln-tn- poration may.stockholder
agreement in writ
manufacturing,
industrial and ing. transfer hisby stock
to any person
ther pursuit"." and appmved March or persons for the purpose
f vesting
16, 110. do hereby certify as fol- in
or
right to vote
him
them
the
lows:
thereon
period
a
for
of
time
not ex
Name.
ceedlng
years, upon terms and
I. The corporate name is The conditionslivestated,
pursuant to which
Publicity Corporation.
said person or persons shall act.
IteKlstrrcl Oflicc.
of Sto-- liolilcr"' Putter to
II. The registered otlice of the Limitation
I. Minium Stock mill TransNo. IT
in
corporation
West Oold
fer I looks.
Avenue. Albuquerque, New Mexico,
!ii 'i

--

or

ci'iniiHAii:

I

personally appear
107, before
cd Iavis H. noueher,
J. A. Heal,
IT. ink 1. Cole, .7. M. Sylvester, and
Ceo. T. Could, to me known to b
the pel oiis d 'sci ibi d 111 and who pxe
cut "d the f ircgolng Instrument, and
acknowledged each for himself Ilia
he executed the samu as his free Oct
and deed.
In witness whereof, I have hereun
to set my hand and affixed my official
seal the day and year first above
written.
t
THOS. K. l. M UilMSOX.
(SIvAL.)
Notary Public
i:lKiltM It:
1.

111c

No. 4K12.

Till:

11

-

itecd.

Cor.

Vol.

4

1

no.

1

inidei-oKiic-

VIII. The corporation shall keep
The Corporation, Organization
Management company Is desiR-natt- hi us registered otlice in this territory
as the statutory agent therein, the transfer books. in which the
in nhnrirA thpreof. Hlnl llniin whom transfers of stock shall be registered
prui'es.s against the corporation may and the stock books, which shall con
tain the names and the addresses of
IH MT t'U.
the stockholders and the number of
Principal Object.
shares held by them respective tv
HI. The objects for which the which
shall at all times during the
are pri- usual hours
corporation Is established
for business be open to
marily:
inspection of a stockholder
in
To purchase or otherwise acquire, the
person
respect to his interest
prepare
for as such with
manufacture, market,
or for a purpose
market, sell, deal In and deal with germane stockholder,
status as such, uoon
advertising material and work of applicationto inhiswriting
to the registerevery class, nature and description, ed agent of the corporation
charge
Including paper, cloth, wood, glass, or such otlice and having theIn custody
celluloid, metal or other character.
of said books;
but the registered
To purchase or otherwise pcqulre, agent
may
permission to any
sell, deal In and deal with advertis- stockholder refuse
to
same (ex
examine
ing space in newspapers, magazines, cept as to the entries the
affecting the
periodicals, journals, trade paper snares owned by such stockholder),
and other publications of every kind unless and until satisfied that such
and description, as well as bill boards, examination and the information to
dead walls, street car and all other be acquired thereby are for a legitiadvertising space.
mate purpose and not
purpose
To engage In any lawful business, hostile to the Interests forof a the coror otherwise, poration or its individual stockholdwhether manufacturingadvantageous
or ers, and the determination
which may. seem
of the
and to registered
useful in connection therewith,
agent shall be nnal, con
manufacture, market or prepare for elusive and binding upon all stock
or thing which holders
market any article
all persons claiming un
may use in connec- tier suchand
the rorporatlonbusiness.
stockholders.
tion with Its
Herniations Kcspfctlng Directors.
corTo project the products of theregisia. in furtherance and not In
poration by patents, copyrights, names,
limitation of the powers conferred by
marks,
trade
trations, trade
the board of directors are
or statute,
expressly authorized:
or any distingushlng name, titletake
devise, and as well to acquire,
To
hold
their meetings, to have one
over or otherwise deal In patents, or more offices, and to keep the books
.grants or other protection.
of the corporation within or, except
To apply for, purchase or otherwise as otherwise provided by statute,
acquire, and to hold, own, use oper- without the territory of New Mexico,
ate- and to sell, assign or otherwise at such places as may, from time to
dspose of, to grant licenses In respect
time, be designated by them.
to account any
To determine, from time to time,
of. or otherwise turn
and
improvements
inventions,
whether, and, if allowed, under what
and all
processes, patents, copyrights, trade- conditions and regulations the actitle or devices counts and books of the corporation
marks, trade-nome- s.
aed In connecton with, or secured shall be open to the inspection of the
of the United MocKnoiders.
patent
nder letters
the stockholder'
or rights In this and
respect
6tates of America, ora elsewhere,
and Bhall
view to the oe restricted or limitedareMmrdhi
otherwise, and with
v.
of
the and no stockholder shall have anv
working and development
name to carry on any lawful business. right to Inspect any account or book
I or
iui hh may Vi
of the corDoration. ex
wbetner manuim
tninK ceptdocument
by statute or authorized by the
which the corporation
Indirectly.
lO board
nr
Hiroft
ir
of directors,
coit uiaicui
And the of the stockholders. or by a resolution
effectuate these objects.
To make, altar, amend Ami rpsrdn.1
tatkl corporation shall have the right
to take and hold such real estate as the
of the corporation, to llx,
may be necessary and proper for its determine, from time to time and
vary the amount to be reserved aj
legitimate business, not exceeding,
However, any amount limited by law. working capital. to determine the
with times for the declaration and nnv- To buy, sell, deal In and deal busiestate, good will and
ment and the amount of each divithe real persons,
tirms. associations or dend on the stock, to determine
ness of
and
any branch direct the use and disposition
corporations engaged in any
any
busness surplus or net profits, and to of
or In
of aald business,pertaining
or similar rize and cause to be executed authoor enterprise
mortgages
.
liens upon the real and
thereto.
such personalandproperty
To hold, purchase, convey
of the corporation,
as provided always that
estate
personal
and
real
maioritv of
corporation shall the whole board concura therein.
the purposes of thereal
estate as the
require, and such
to
1'ursuant
the
afllrmatlve
vole of
Mexthe holders of a majority
laws of the territory of New
of the
to
right
the
with
may
permit,
stock Issued and outstanding, at a
ico
mortgage all such real and personal stockholders' meeting duly convened,
to sell, assign, transfer or otherwise
estate with its franchises.
A subsidiary to and In connection dispose of the property, including the
from time to time irancnises or me corporation as an
with the foegong,
may:
entirety, provided alwuvs that a ma
the corporation .purchase
or bther-wla- e jority of the whole
Manufacture,
board concur
acquire goods, wares and
therein.
and personal property of
To appoint additional ofTlcprsi of
very class and description, and hodis-d. the corporation.
including one or
more vice presidents, one or more
own. mortgage, sell or otherwise with
pose of, trade, deal In and deal
assistant treasurers, and one or more
assistant secretaries; and, to the ex
the aame.
the good tent provided
Acquire and undertuke
in the
the
confranchises,
rights,
persons so appointed shall have and
property,
will,
and
manner
every
of
may
assets
and
tracts
exercise all the powers of the
any person, president,
or the treasurer and of the
kind and the liabilities of corporation,
or
secretary respectively, provided, howlirm, association
pay
for
part,
and
ever, that all vice presidents be choseither wholly or In
the same In cash,or stocks or bonds of en from the directors.
otherwse.
corporation,
liy a
by a maioritv vote
the r
and of the resolution
Into, make, perform
lintc-whole board, under suitable
ant?
kind,
every
earry out contracts of
provision of the
to designate
any per- two
or more of their number to confor any lawful purpose orwith
corporation.
association
son, lirm,
stitute an executive committee, which
J SSUe bonds, debentures or obligacommittee shall, for the time being,
and at the as provided in said
resolution, or In
tions of that corporation,
secure
to
option of the corporation,
tne
have and exercise anv or
deed
pledge,
mortgage,
by
all the powers of the board of direc
the same
may be lawfully delegat
tors,
of trust or otherwise.
assign, ed. Inwhich
Acquire, hold, use, sell,
the management of the busi
of,
respect
ness and affairs of the corporation,
lease, grant licenses In
mortgaMe or otherwise dispose of let- and shall have power to authorize
or
States,
United
tne seal of the corporation to be
ters patent of the
any foreign country, patents, patent atllxed to all papers which may rerights, licenses, privileges, inventions. quire it.
The board of directors
Improvements and processes, tradeand the
s,
relating to executive committee
marks and
shall, except as
uny
with
connection
in
or useful
otnerwise provided by law, have
power to act in the following
r,
business of tiie corporation.
acHold, purchase or otherwise
viz.: A resolution in writing.
mortgage
signed as affirmatively approved by
quire, sell, assign, transfer,
or otherwise dispose of shares of the an me members or the board of dibonds,
debentures
rectors or by all the members of the
capital slock and
executive or other committee.
or other evidences of Indebtedness
and
created by other corporation or cor- thereafter with original or with dup
porations, and while the holder there- licated signatures inserted in the re
of, exercises aJl tile privileges of corded minutes and properly dated,
ownehlp. including the right to vot shall b deemed to be action by such
uoaru or sin li committee, as the case
thei t un.
may be. to the extent therein ex
to. 1.1 n ml
I'nri
tihares of its capital stock, its bonds pressetl, with the same force and ef
feet as II the same had been duly
or 1 oilier
securities.
. it lo itovt t u
or eul passed py the same vote at a regular
ut.r
poration for services rendered, or to ly convened meeting.
Subject to the foregoing provisions
red, in plat ing or asslstalng
be t
tfk lihir. or pui.rMtileef 111? thrt lllacilltf
may prescribe the num- ine
ucr
01
or underwriting of any of the shares
uirectors to constitute a
or biock or the corporation, or any quorum at their meeting, and such
debenture bonds or other securities number may be less than a majority
of the corporation, of In or about the 01 tne wnoie number.
The corporation reserves toe rlt,at
formation or promotion of Uio corporation, or in the conduct of IU to amend, altar, change or repeal
any provision contained In this certi
business.
With a view to the working and ficate In the manner now or hereaf
development of the properties of the ter prescribed by statute for the
corporation, and to effectuate, di- amendment of the certlllcute of in
rectly or Indirectly. Its objects and corporation.
purposes, or any of them, the cor- In witness whereof, we have here
S.i, cull. ... F.
in ft... il lu..r..l Ij.ii
til.. unto set our hands and seals this
directors, from time to time, carry seventh day of March, 107.

and
and
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ing or otherwise, to any extent und
M..

...U..I.IV.
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w.
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(signed :
DAVID H. HOLVIIE1C,
J. A. KKAU
FRANK H. COI.K,
J. M. SYLVKSTKH,
T. liUl'LI).

(U

(I..

,S

.)

(U s )
rl'ii. iiiri.iiriitlnn imiv eomlnel lillsl- (I,. S.)
In the territory of New Mexico
(U
any
S.)
of tli;
and elsewhere, Including
Wanes to the foregoing signa
utatt s, ..teri torles, c olonies or depwd- I hu l'.it,...1
Ul .lul tliu I 1W
tures:
THOS. K. IV MADniSoV
trlct of Columbia, and any and all
Territory of New Mexico, )
iorti,:n countries, nave one or mora
Ami tlifrln to tic, 111
..tf'w...i thin-ttii- i
(as
)
County of Hernalillo
purchase, mortgage, and convey real
On this seventh day of March. A
u
nu personal .property,
as
IH'SK
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ex-e-

pt
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ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

Tag-4.',-

IMIlMCIIV COIil'OKATION
I'ellllicate of Incoi lionilliui.

W. IIAYNoIUjS.
Secretary.
Cotnpareil ( 1. in M.
Till-ITISI.HTI Y
OKI'OKATIOV
eltlbeate of Incorporation.
Territory of New .Mexico. )
(

m

.ipii;Wl,-I-,i---w-

p
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1
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I,,

,1ml.

m

mum

INTEREST

m.

Uecorded

With Amp'e Men

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

and UniurpattM Facilities.

ill Vol. "1!" Misc. of lie
A.

WAI.KKU.
Kccordcr.

iC.

citi'ir ica

1

1;

or

i

coMPAitiso.v

I.

'r--r!-

or

somi:r spi:ci.mi:xs

Wells comet
tllvitlliiK.

.

comkts 2. ii:mxf.tf.d.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $159,000.00,

''

A

(teliiQSSQ

OS

IHH2 as wen In tlayliglit.
( (.met III of lHtll!.
I.
'

HI LIT Y
OF NON-MOF STOCKHOI,IF,US OF Til K
PCHHICITY CORPOUATION,
(No. 4813.);.
and also, that 1 have compared the
following copy of the same with the
original thereof now on t41e, and declare It tobe a correct transcript
thererrom and of the whole thereof.
Olv-eunder my hand and the
great seal of Urn; territory of New
.Mexico, at the city of Santa Fe, the
capital, on this eighth (lav of March

VVaTa'lV
.'

V7V:i

Sollclti

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 9. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J,
Johnson, Asst Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E.Cromwell.

1MB

.

tls

7

and

otn

DEPOSITORY FOB THE ATCII1SOX,

TOPEKA AXD SAXTA FE RY.

t

n

A. O. l'.KlT.

J. W. RAYNoHDS,
Secretary of New Mexico.

prni.icnv coitpoit.vnox.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

1

Certificate of N011-- lability of
Stockholders.
This Is to certify that the under
signed, being all the original Incor
porators, who have filed the certi
ficate of Incorporation of this corporation, The Publicity Corporation,
thereby associating themselves into a
corporation, under and by virtue of
tne provisions ot an act of the legislative assembly of the territory of
New Mexico, entitled,
"An act to
regulate the formation and government of corporations for mining,
manufacturing, industrial arid other
pursuits," approved March IS, 11)05,
for and on behalf of themselves, all
other stockholder; "'ho may become
associated with them, and said cor
poration, do hereby declare that there
shall be no stockholders liability on
account of any stock Issued by the
said corporation, and that all stockholders of said corporation shall be
exempt from all liability on account
of any stock issued to. or held by
them, except such liability for the
amount of capital certified to have
been actually paid. In property
or
cash, at the time of commencement
of business, as provided for and In
accordance with Section 23 of the
said act of the legislative assembly,
under which said corporation is
In witness whereof, the said Incor
porators of the said Incorporation
nave hereunto set their hands and
seals on this the seventh day of
March, 1907.
Signed, sealed and delivered in pres
ence or:
I,

ALBUQUERQUE,

Our Prices
are right

!

I"""

"

Our Work
j

i

right

NEW MEXICO

orncKira and director

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

1

u.

m.

Prealdent

vice President
Caahler

Assistant Cashier
Director

romiTORY

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository (or Atchison, Topcka k Santa Fe

$500,0OO.M

$250,000.0t
Railway Company

I

I

STATE NATIONAL BANK

j

i

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL

All Kinds

Commercial Printing

SURPLUS FUND . . .

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

THOS. K. IV MADDISON.
DAVID Si. UOUCIIEIt, (Seal)

J. A. BEAL,
FRANK H. COLK.
J. M. HYLVKSTEll,
GEO. T. UOULIJ
Territory of New Mexico,

er ..: t

1

Klein's comet. 18 16, aHcr
tireat ooinct of 1811.
(Ily an Amateur Scientist.)
forerunner of the Invasion of England
William the Conqueror,
Inasmuch as n real swift young
Some of the comets seem controlled
comet Is going to Inspect this world
,ne planets. Jupiter has quite a
from ii rather close vicinity a little
later 011 this month it is well to take family of little comets.
Comets are quite large. For In- Into consideration what 11 comet Is
You see one of them often, but 0'f" 7
0
m I los
when you do it looks like a star with
.
i
wastry
-- met
"
look like faint stafs with a haze round
"In
Scientists don't know precisely of
hil.e "he tnlln of comctn are up- what convets are comnosed. where!.
'osea to ne ot gases, anil stars have
thev come fro,,,
.i,r- - o,
plainly seen through them, the
been
nere are only a few comets that be
or nuclell of comets nre behave with any regularity. These trnv- - heads
how
el in regular orbits and are visible lieved to be of denser material
dense Is not known. The tails nre
periodically.
Some that were sup- supposed
to
by
repelling
be
caused
the
posed to be systematic In their move
force of the sun against the material
ments have disappointed observers.
One of the greatest mysteries of the of which they are composed.
world is what has become of Riela's
comet. This comet was first seen In Si:CltKT.RY 11YAV TOO
772.
Hit TO WORK NOW.
It reappeared
conscientiously
at periods of a little over six years Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, March 11. Asapart after that, and was considered
a reliable, respectable
comet until sistant Secretary of the Interior
when it turned Into two comets. Thomas Ryan Is quite 111.
He may
i4:,
It, or they, remained in sleht for take a month's vacation.
A pension of $12 has been grantaJ
four months. .The next time it ap- peared
It was several. months
to Ramon Monata Vargas.
behind
.,
.
I ..
i 1. ...,
tno.-tor.11
in aouA, uiiu 110; iwo portion's
were about eight times as far anart
as when it was first noticed that it VOl N; WOMAN' RRCKIVKS
iOl.l M KIWI j FROM POPE.
had divided. Since then It has never
New York, March 11. Archbishop
reappeared.
There is a groun of small comets Farley today presented Miss Leary
with a gold medal from Pope Pius
that come Into view quite frequently. X.
in recognition of her many charl-tip- s.
comet revolves around the
especially to the Italians of this
sun once In 3Mt years. Tuttle's In 13 ',4
city.
The medal was handed to her
years and several others In 6
years.
by
archbishop, with an autothe
Quite an ancient comet Is Halley's.
which Is said to have been seen about graph from Cardinal Merey del Val.
twenty-fiv- e
times since 11 H. C. This
comet in 1066 was supposed to bo the
Subscribe for The Evenmg Citizen.

Territory of New Mexico, office of
the secretary.
I, J. W. Haynolils, secretary of the
territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record In this office at nine o'clock a.
111.. on the eight day of March. A. O.,

190".
CKKT1 FICATK

t&9 Emk

iff

liy IDA I.. Pl.UMM KJt,
Heputy Kecorder.

Tin-- :

ON

ss.

or ds of said countv. folio.

t

ALLOWED

f

)
County of Hernalillo.
Tile original of which this is a copy
was tiled for reti.ii d on (he nth day
of March. 1LMI7, at 11:JM o'clock a.

!'--

11

IMONTEZUIMA

.1.

.

il.

COMETS STRANGE, ERRATIC
TRAMPS OF THE HEAVENS
r

If.

MOXfMY. MAnOI II.

Klled in office of secretary of New
Mexico, March X. l'.'Oi, nine n. in.

1

.

H,

EVENIXO ' CITIZEN.

(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)

.

$100,000.00
20,000.00

With ample Capital. Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.

All. Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work
O. N. MARRON, President;

)

HERNDON,

(ss.

County of Hernalillo. t )
On this the 7th day of March. 1907.
before me personally appeared David
S. Houcher, J. A. Heal, Frank II. Cole
J. M. Sylvester and Geo. T. Gould, to
me know n to be the persons describ
ed In and w ho executed the foregoing
instrument and they acknowledged
that they executed the same as their
free act and deed.
Witness my hand and seal the day
md year last above written.
THOS. K. D. MADDISON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
KXDOHSKI):
No. 4813. Cor. Rec'd. Vol. r.. Page

Cashier;

Wm. FARR, Vice President; J. B.
ROY McDON'ALD, Assistant Cashier.

aL

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

2

Wholesale Grocers
-

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

451.

Till'. ITIII.ICITY
COltPOIl.VTIOX.
or
Certilicalo of
Stockholders.
Filed in office of secretary of New
Mexico, March 8, 1907, nine a. m.
J. W. K A Y.N OLDS,
Secretary.
Compd. M. F. to M. M.
Territory of New Mexico, )
(ss.
County of Hernalillo.
)
The original
of
which this is.1 a
..
u- ,11. ..1
r.i.m,
I
U
COH
lilt? VIII
lui
nil .1..
M...-..I- ,
I I Ill ..i.a.w.l
ilniJ of
..t 41.
v. ......
I, 11.117 I c,
hV u llUOl
ty

"j

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

cm

,

1

1

'

.

I

m.

Recorded In Vol. "H" Misc. of Rec
ords of .said county, folio.
A. E. WALKEIt,
Recorder.
Py IDA H. PI.UMM1CR.
Deputy Recorder.
Cause of Stomach Trouble.
When a man has trobule with his
stomach you may know that ho is
eating more than he should or of
some article of food or drink not
suited to his ago or occupation, or
mat his bowels
are habitually
constipated.
Take Chamberlain's
Stomach and I.lver Tablets to regu
late the bowels and Improve
the
digestion and see if the trouble does
not disappear. Ask for a free sample. Sold by all druggists.
XOTIOK 1'OIt ri"W.ICATIO.
Department of the Interior, I.and Of- nce at Santa r e, New Mexico.
Feb. 28. 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
Herrcra. of Ciiilill. N. M.. has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
nve-yeproof in sunnort of his
claim, viz: Homestead Kntry No. 6,- mano uecemoer 31, isui, ror
the the SK'4 SW!i and lot 5. Sec. S.
and NE4 NW(4 and lots 1 and 2.
Sec. 7, Township 8 N. Range 7 K,
ana mat said proof will be made be- rore 11. w. s. Otero. U. S. Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
pru 0, 13Uf.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence ud- 011, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Uarcia, Lus Martin.
Hel and Ignaclo Herrera. all of
Au-rel-

... PUBLISHED

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
Paint Now
before the vines are green and climbing In your way, before the flowers
will shame the appearance of your
building. "Twill be a better job and
will do no harm to your plants. As
to the paint itself, you can get none
bitter lots worse than if your buying of paints, oils, varnishes, putty,
etc., is done at

BY . . .

The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

RIO

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
There will be a regular meeting of
o
l'ounil at I Jiit.
J. A. Harmon, of Hizcmore, West
Va., says: "At lust I have found the
pei feet pill that never disappoints
me; and for the benefit of oth'-rtyphoid
atlllcted
with
liver and
ehronle; constipation, will say: take
Iir. King's New l.lfe Pills." Guaranteed
Cic ut all
y.

Our ROl'iill llliV work don's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.

LUMBER

CO,

Corner Third ana Marquette
aft

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE I
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
o

ESTABLISHED

at

1873.

L. B. PUTNEY

t

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

?

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

lo

Chlllll, N. M.

GRANDE

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

OwOwOOwOwOwO0wew
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

i

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Alfecquerqtxe, New Mexico

C

MONDAY,

MARCH

II,

ALBUQUERQUE

I9CT.

We are exclusive agents for

Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet
A pantry, cupboard and work
table combined. The only cabtop,
inet with an aluminum
made of tha aame material aa
high grade cooking utensils.
Can be washed bright and
clean In an Instant, ready for
Thla
bread and
la only one of the many good
features.
Write for booklet whether you
buy or not. It to a pleasure to
deshow you this fabor-savln- g
vice.
cake-makin-

g.

J. D. EMMONS
OOSIERRlTCSENCAEREr

T1IB FURNITURE MAN.
Corner Coal and Second.
West End Vladnct
rione 876

.EVENING

CITIZEN.
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DRY FARMING CONGRESS

TO MEET AT ROSWELL
Campbell and J. J. Vernon to Read
persMeeting Promises to be
a Rousing One.

Pa-

OUR CLOTHING FOK BOYS

wheiv dry farming
A dry farming congress has been western country
and apiiieil.
positively arranged to take place at is being sudied of
the experiment staThe director
Koswelt on the 18th of April, the last tion
College Station. Prof. J. J.
at
day of the Panhandle Stockmen's as- Vernon, scarcely less noted In the
a number
sociation meeting, and the star of the work, will also speak, andpart
In th?
others will also tak
meeting wjll be II. W. Cam obeli, of of
open to all
program, which will
!..liicoln, Neb., the originator of the who are Interested, without fee, not'ampbell methoil. and who has un- - withstanding its great a id Immediate
loubtedly done more for the agricul value.
tural development of the west than
The nttendance at the congres
any other ne man some enthusiasts should
be very large, as the rate?
claim, more than all other men.
given by the Santa Fe to the stockMr. Campbell has lately been ap men's convention are most liberal.
pointed as general commissioner of
agriculture by the Santa Fe tailroad. big customs I'RAri)
and Secretary J. .. Graham, or the
ALLEGED IN NEW YORK.
Koswell Commercial club, with the
New York, March 11. Because of
Register-Tribunof alleged under valuations of imported
early thought
the extri'ine advisability of a meeting woolen dress fabrics, the government
during the convention, at which all tins sued Heorgo- Mesniiu & Co., of
of the farmers of the I'ecos country
1'aiis, with a house in ths rty to
might stuily the principles of solt-n- recover a sum of 5io.oo0. The ac- till soil culture at the band of the ),
a record breakir in the amount
great master himself.
x.eedlng even
Mr. Oraham of monev Involved,
Japanese silk
at once took up the matter with Mr. the sum claimed In the
ago.
'l ne cases
Campbell, and obtained his consent frauds of a decade
n
to be present and lead the considera- - which commenced today cover
of the great science that Is mak-- : portatlons by the firm since 1001.
Ing a granary and orchard of tru!
semi-ari- d
west w here Irrigation is im- - MRS. SAKE IMM'IH I S
practical, as well as greatly lncreas- HER GIFT OR SCHOOL.
New York, Mar. 11. l'.ecause resl-o- f
Ing the product of the extensive farms
dents of Sag Harbor. I,. I., voted to
the Irrigated area.
Supporting Mr. Campbell will bo add ifiii.ooo to ner gut or xbo.uooProf. J. I). Tinsley, soil physicist of for a new school nuitdmg, Mrs. Jtusto doiiine ner
the New Mexico College of Agrlcul- - sell Sage has decided
gift. It was announced
ture and Mechanic Arts, who has original
w
n as the
of the w ork of organising day. The school ill be know
Institutes in New Mexico. IMerson111 High school bothK asOl aII Mlmem- I farmers'
lie
.,,t ..l... la
Mr.
nnnilinllv In theiOlllll
and be- no
"
""""
government,
Held by the national
"'""'
Mrs.
one
IMerson.
of
Israel
siweadlng the gospel of sclentitlc dry cause
the free
...... family. Introduced
ne. Sage's
IUIMUMK "U Clioecnou IWUI
v..ie Vnrt .Into
'""'
work. Mr. Tinsley has come to ba
recognized as a national authority on
FEES PEERLESS HOME-MADIn
ih .nhwt ..ml hi. xervlc a
DRUG
rtpmnn.l not nnJv all over the terrl-- 1 CANDIES, AT WALTON'S
tory, but at all gatherings In the STORE.

in having their boys well dressed,
involves correct style. We are as particular
about boys' styles as about men's but careful that exclusive-nes- s
does not mean high price. Our boys' section was never
so full of novelties never seemed so bright. You are wel"k
k
come to look never under obligation to buy.

MOTHERS take pride

brakemen he said that the figures ran
from $80 to 1125.
Should all .effort nt a settlement
of the differences of the various com- -'
panies fall It Is l'kely that one of the
greatest railroad strikes In the history
of the country would be Inaugurated,
and of course the length of time of
its duration would be In doubt.
Just now there Is a heavy business
on all lines, particularly those of the
west.
The car and motive power
shortage which has prevailed for
ninny months has allowed business to
pipe up to such on extent that a tie-u- p
would paralyze the business of the
country.
Should arbitration be taken up
Clianilxrlalu'9 Colic, Cholera an
there are two or three methods. Ono
COMING EVENTS
K.
G.
WARREN
Diarrhoea Itcmcdy.
POST
way
to
name
one
side
for
each
is
Means Possible Ti-u- p of En- member of the board of arbitration
This remedy has been lr use fae
and the two agree on a third mem
over thirty years and has proved Ittire Santa Fe
ber. Another way would be for each
self to be the most successful restALMANAC EVENTS.
G. A. R.
1de to name two members and tho
ed y yet discovered for bowel comMarch 17. St. Patrick's Day.
four get together on a fifth. Another
plaints. It never fails. Sold by an
System.
way would be under what Is known
March 21. Spring begins.
druggists.
as the Krdman law, similar to those
March 24. Palm Sunday.
above mentioned.
There in a possibility that the conMarch 25. Lady Day;
ductors and rakmen over the entire Missouri leads this year
Santa Fe rallroai system may go Jn
in rallkoai legitimation
March 29 Clood Friday.
AND CURE THE
LUNCS
The crop of railroad legislation
March 31 Easter Sunday.
strike within the next few months,
Rev.
W.
Bias
H.
Chavez
and
year
greatest
In
this
the
A.
G.
the
been
Day
30
R.
has
May
of
A
demand
Memorial
says the Topeka Capital.
of railroads. In eleven west
WITH
and a shorten history atcs
Matson Remembered by
of an Increase of
bills have been pre- iT; nruie.Bpntp.t and 712
Relieved.
Pnlns
ItlicuiuntJc
Ing of the wor iwiB
j
forty-liv- e
national
In
the
by tho Santa Fe members of the Or- congress Just closed.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm relieves
Comrades.
bills ar.;
der of Railway Conductors and pportloned as follows: The
rheumatic pains and makes sleep
Illinois, Z;
Brotherhood of Hallway Trainmen. owa, 47; Wisconsin, lZo; Missouri
and rest possible, which Is alone
This Is along with similar demands
worth many times Its cost. B. F.
77; Nebraska, 79; Kansas, 55; Colo
Prlet
0NSUMPTI0N
I
of rado,
made upon general managers
Crocker, Ksq., now 84 years of age,
4; Montana, 11; South Dakota
60o $1. 00
0UGHS H1
wnereas,
me
Kev.
forty-nin- e
a
Chaves,
southwest
lllus
systems
railroad
and for twenty years justice of the
every state an
0; Wyoming, 7.
In
Fraa Trial.
OLDS
member of O. K. Warren post No. 5, peace at Martinsburg, Iowa, says:
of Chicago.
anti-pameasure has been pre
(linnd
Army of the Republic, a Bap "I am terribly afflicted with sciatic
The demand wheh the Santa Fe
nted.
Buraat tnd (Quickest Cure for aU
tist preacher of the Spanish mission rheumatism
my left arm ana
men will make will be for 12 per cent
The Western Passenger association,
ary worn at IMS
egas, has been rK,t hln. I inhave used three bot
THROAT and LUNO XBOVB- Increase over the present wage sched- at Its monthly meeting at Chicago
LE8, or MONEY SACS.
ule, and a reduction of the working devoted the entire session to discus
of Chamberlain s Pain xialm and
of the Grand Army of the Republic ties
This sion of the hostile legislation and
day from ten to nine hours.
For sale
It did me lots of good."
Hre fast thinning out, and especially- by all druggists.
decision on the rart of the men has how best to combat two-cerate
those of the Spanish speaking people
been reached within the last few days
Williams' Indfaa PO
ws in the west.
suddenness
The
,
vote.
win, ri uooiy r,:
by a referendum
will cure Bllna
SDr.
icw meAeiu,
was
1th which the Nebraska
law
E
sponded
to
ana Itahiaa;
country,
the
call
of
their
The question of reducing the hours
prevented
associ
ade
the
effective
Piles. Il absorbs the tumoral
therefore be It resolved:
of working and raising the pay was ation from making up its new tariff
Itching
allays
at once,
the
That in the death of Comrade Bias
under consideration In a meeting of and adjournment was had without
aa a ooultlre, k'vo instant re
Chaves our post has lost a faithful
general managers of railroads and preparing tariffs to meet the situa
lief. Dr. Willlams'lndlan Pile Ola,
memDer, lmh Vegas a good citizen,
ment Is prepared for Piles and Iteta.
notional officers of trainmen and con- tion.
ing of tbe private parts. Every box la
ductors In Chicago, 111., recently. At
part
understanding
on
Is
the
the
It
Hv druirslsts. h mall on re-warranted.
unpeople of New Mexico a true and de
that time the two Interests were
f all lines In Nebraska that suit will
ollit of price. 60 ocnte and ftl.OO. WilLIIM?
voieu menu to American progress,
able to reach an agreement. An ad- be brought in the state courts
MNUFACTURINB CI.. Props.. :if veland. Obia
de
to
and his family a kind husband and
journment waa taken, so far as the termine the constitutionality of the
FOR SALE BY B. VANN ft OIf.
loving father.
Santa. Fe Is concerned, with the un- act.
derstanding
that the proposition
That these resolutions be sprea 1
upon our records and a copy be
which the railroad offered the men
DON J. RANKIN & CO.
It Is learned that one of the objects
translated Into Spanish and sent to
be referred back to every union man
f the visit to San Diego recently, of
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB
family
the
on the system.
The railroad com- Manager
of
the
deceased.
Wells was In the interest of
LOANS.
pany already had decided to give an
THOS. HAItWOOO,
plan for double tracking the San
Automatic Phone 451.
Increase of 10 per cent In wages and the
Committee.
Fe line between that place and Los
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldlns;
leave the working day at ten houra. ta
Angeles.
Edward Chambers of the!
The result of the referendum vote on Santa Fe is
ICcsoliitiuiis.
quoted
saying
as
that
is
Whereas, Wllford H. Matson, a1
the Santa Fe as Just determined
San Diego branch is the most
given above.
The men say they will the
member of (5. K. Warren Host No. S.
year
system.
in
This
rofitable
the
oth-jterms.
agree to no
rittm
Grand Army of the ltepubllc. and a
work of relaying the road wlth
.
INSURANCE.
On the other hand, the railroad of Link
well known nnd highly respected ciitl- igniy-poun- u
rails win oe compieieu.
Building AssociaSecretary
Mutual
flclals say they do not seo how they
aen of Albuquerque, N. M., has been
rapidly Increasing trafllc of the
can afford to grant the demands lijieThodemands
tion. Office at 217 West Ha lire
to rest;
called
whereas,
and
our
capacity.
COMING
roil
Increased
IN
OCT
OF
COLD
THE
sought, and that they had rather
In the Grand Army of the Be- avenue.
is said wells ana Chambers ar
face a strike than to make such a taking
heated
puoiic are rust thinning
out; and we appreciate a perfectly
up with the east-- 1
the
matter
house,
every
concession.
but It Is not
wlieras, the time Is fast approaching
house that
directors, with the prospect of a;i
There will be a meeting In Chicago rn
when the last form of the old soldier is properly warmed. If yours Is lack
ally decision.
on March 25, at which time the matIng
any
way,
of
In
you
the
late Civil war must disappear
or If
are unde
ter will be taken up again nnd an en
from mortal sight, therefore be it re elded what Is tho best system to In
A dlspatoh dated Parsons, Kans.,
deavor for a settlement of differences
solved
a
new
stall in
ys that at a meeting of representa
house and need Inforwill be made.
That while the form of our coin- - mation that Is trustworthy and vat
of conductors and
Should everything else faJl, as tives of theof ordersMissouri,
may
with Raube and Mauger
disappear
lades
our
sight
from
&
the
rainmen
Kansas
uable,
us
know of your trouble.
seems probable, an effort Is likely to exas railway here,
names and noble deeds shall We areletspecialists
Office, IIS North First St.
their
was
voted
it
setfor hot water, hot
be made to have the differences
not be forgotten by us;
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
strike in case the officials of that
tled by a board of arbitration. to
That in tho dentil of Comrade Mat-so- air and steam heating.
the men's demands for
Whether or not such a board could system refusewages.
5. K. Warren post No. !, has lost
Increase
in
harmonize the differences Is another
TOTi A OR API
a faithful member; A Ibuqueniue a
This action makes the first bolt of
matter
worthy citizen, and his family a
forty-nin- e
any
t.Mik
of
who
the
roads
feel
brukemen
The conductors and
Dealers in Groceries, Provlrtons, Bay,
kind husband und loving father;
in pay part In the recent conference at Chi that they deserve an Increase
Grain and Fuel.
That these resolutions be recorded
Thev sav that living expenses are ago.
In our minutes nnd a copy sent to
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor constantly on the rise; that the length
the family of the deceased.
and Cigars. Place your orders tow
The liock Island has let contract
and tonnage of trains which the San
...The...
THOS. HAKWOOD.
this line with us.
ta Fe is handling have Increased or the erection, at Kansas City, Kan
Committee.
round
NORTH TIIIHD ST.
greatly within the last few years, and sas .Armourdale), of a
"SHORT
LINE"
shop building, .steel and brick,
that the railroads, owing to the in house,
L'D
tiO
Be
Deafnsa
Cannot
by
feet,
oil
an
Cured
growing
165
and
house
and
prosperity
creased
J- '
""
by local applications, as tliey cannot
to the mining camps of Colorado,
THIRD
1MM1
" nr 't'tir- r
rn r - amount of business, are amply able by 40 feet. It Is reported that the
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
to grant what they are seeking. They company will probably move the di
way
Is
only
one
'I'here
to
cure
deafness,
KILLKO
TIKIS. BALDWIN, WF.ALTHY ILLINOIS FAHMI.lt. WHO
to Kl
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
appear to feel that the Santa Fe must vision shops from
that is by constitutional remedies.
AM) TllltKK WOMKN W II O 1 A l (
U(.I l HIM WITIl'ILU- - and
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condihave their services else a general tle-u- d lteno, O. T.,where new shops are to A MAX CK1.MI-:
mays
m:
be
mucous
to
lining
tion
commit.
of
itiiti.i:
erected.
in:
the
dii
Eusof the
would follow, and that disaster
the
Tube.
When
Is
tachian
wife,
thla
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Me
Kennedy
tube
111..
inflam
11.
along
To
line
of
and
ltliiuintnsrton.
house
the
March
Phnrles
Interests
the business
you have a rumbling sound or ImperSteam Sausage) Factory.
Announcement is made by the Salt vnt an ungovernable rage. Thos. Bald- - who were witnesses against him. an J ed
would result. They think it would
hearing,
fect
and
la
when
It
entirely
DENYER
RIO
GRANDE
&
EMIL KLIENWORT
be difficult for the Santa Fe to se - Lake officials that It will probably be win, a w ealthy middle-age- d
farmer of turned their home Into a shainbies. closed, Deafnesa la the result, and unemduring
necessary
man
and wife
number of
cure the
less the Inflammation can be taken out
three weeks before the line will be Colfax, set out the other afternoon He shot down
Masonlo Building. North Third StrMfr
part
on
to
struggle
con-and
a
their
de
tube
to
Ha
service.
this
neighbors.
restored
terrible
normal
Dloves to maintain the
Three
restored and through traffic between and slew four of his
RAILROAD
Then he proceej dltlon, hearing will be deatroyed forever;
The Santa Fe insists that It can not Lost Angeles and Salt Iike City re- of them were women. He has been fend themselves.
nine cases out of ten are caused by
He shot Catarrh,
ed to the EWinan home.
through
grant the increase sought, unless such sumed.
the
Traffic is being diverted billed and there is talk of lynching.
17.
fertile San Luis valwhich Is nothing but an Inflamley; also to the San Juan country
more or less over the .Southern Paa ie.rii.in aen.wixt I. at th. hnttom M rs. Eisman dead in her tracks a
terms should be reached tnrougn
ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
cific, via San Francisco.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
board of arbitration.
.ihiuii
of Colorado.
of the slaughter.
Some time agi sue oneueu butwie heunui.
m
m
m
saw the girl Cora any case of Deafness (caused by
there
James K. Hurley, general manager
catarrh)
INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT- BBaldwin was accused of an offense not
pursued
cannot
by
that
be
and
house
cured
fleeing
the
from
Haifa
Catarrh
of the Santa Fe. discussing the situa
daughK. A. Fleming,
14,
heretofore
chief against Cora Elsman, aged
NOTARY PUBLIC.
For
Information
as
to
ratea,
Cure.
Send
for
sne
ge
circulars free.
tlon. aald: "As nearly as I could
clerk ito the general manager of the ter of Simeon Elsman.
Baldwin her to a hedge, through which
F. J. CHENEY t CO.. Props.,
train service, descriptive literature
at It. the conductors and brakemen Santa Fe. has been apiKilnted chief agreed to settle the matter with 111 a tried to crawl, and shot her dead.
12
and 14 Cromwell Block,
Rooms
address.
,., ......
To'o. Ohio.
through their representatives asked clerk to Second Vice President Mudge parent for $500. However, not long
iiy till I'niKBllH
Baldwin claims he was the victim
IDC.
Albuquerque. Telephone No.
i Hue nail a hainlly 'ills for constlpa- S. K. HOOrER,
for the Increase on the grounds tha of the Kock Island, vice J. A. Lengby. ago, he was Indicted by the grand of a briUal blackmail plot, that he
the Santa. Fe was prospering and
iurv and held in I2.OH0 bail. As soon had not been guilty of the offense lion.
General Passenger
Ticket Agent
Give ni your ROUGH DRY wort.
that they wanted a chunk of th
E. P. Itipley, president of the San as released front custody he prepared against the girl. but that there wis
MihtcrllK' for The citizen and get
com
to
prosperity. We were un.ible
Monday, and get It back Wednesday.
conspiracy to bring the chaigo
Denver, Colo.
ja
aw rul revenge.
president
Fe,
ta
of
been
the
has
elected
for
the news.
Th the lxmver, Enid & Gulf.
to an agreement at Chicago.
Imperial Laundry Co.
The irate farmer first went to the against him.
canductora and brakemen say they
wanted about ten days to refer th
proposition of the general manager
of the road back to their members.
"It seems to nie that before ther
Is likely to be a strike a board of ar
bitration would take up the matter
Each side would agree according tj
stipulations to ubide by the decision H
of that board.
Then whatever in
board might decide to do would hav
H
to be followed.
too
;
"Hut on the present basis we
could consent to a concession to th
H
We have gone
demands of the men.
as far as we feel that we can. 'In
H
company could better afford to qui
U
business, or at least handle it In som
Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
other way rather than grant this In A
HELEN "IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE.
crease.
ALL FAST
LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
Fe Railway
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of
N. M . AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
"At the Chicago meeting the me
H
I KLK.HT TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA EE WILL GO
said that we were hauling longer an
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
heavier trains. 1 asked them if th
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
wanted to agree to wage regulation
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGEtonnage.
by the
They said they
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
LES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
I hey t.aid that living ex
dldn t.
penses had greatly increased with;
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
the last few years. I said to them
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE I.OTS. 25x140
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMthat if any of the men were not en
Joying the comforts of lite we shoul
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND
PROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
be willing to take that matter u
WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
STREETS.
They didn't seem to li
with them.
MODERN HOTEL AND A
WE NEED A FIRST-CLAS. D GRAND
PARK
AND
PUBLIC
LAKE
BEAUTIFUL
dlcate that they wished that. Then
COSTHOUSE,
SCHOOL
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
TREES;
PUBLIC
OLD
SHADE
they said that the railroads of th
country were enjoying a tremendou
ING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
U
business, through the general pros
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
perity. I said to them wouhl they
BELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRAN
MERCANTILE
be willing to have their wages regu
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 158 BARRELS
MONEY
lated by the increase or decrease
PURCHASE
TY
DEEDS.
business of the company. They said
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESMAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
CASH.
TWO THIRDS
not.
Then I asked them upon what
SHIPTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST
ground they were seeking an increaa
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
WITH MORTGAGE
PING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE.
They replied, 'You railroad
In pay.
j WITH
8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ITS
are prospering and we want a chun
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
of that prosperity."
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILAPPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
"We felt that the railroads ha
ROAD CITY N THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
generous
in forme
been extremely
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
ESTIMATED.
agreements as well as In the offer
made this time. So that we coulun
.
well do anything more.'
Mr. Hurley Said that he believe
M. 6ERGER, Sec'
BECKER, Pies
jOHN
WM.
J4tQt
a
on
th
the number of men InvoUed
Santa Fe system might run betwee
lie said that the
3.000 and 4,000.
minimum and maximum wage limit
for conductor was from 1 100 to $i(0
c
a month, according to location.
of here the pay. of course, is mm
For
above that in this locality.
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SAFETY IN OUR SHOES

Mrs. K. KIeyto, of Trlnlilad, Colo.

the city today.
Wllllnm Kt unify of HI I'nwi spent
Sunday In this city.
H. A. Hqnlhb of Denver Is a busi
tipss visitor In the city.
Max Kline of Denver In a IiuhIiiosk
visitor In the city today.
A. liendrirks or MlnneapoiiH
was
a visitor Jn the oily Sunday.
C. H. Klmendorf of Klmendorf. N.
M., is a business visitor In the city,
I.. A. Falres of El Paso spent Sun
day and this morning in the city.
t;oi. it. N. Farley or Uolden was
a visitor In the city over Sunday.
1. u. tlagerman or (.olden came
in this morning on a business nils
Is In

Our shops must be good shoes for
Another pair for any that
prove otherwise.
How could we do
the frrow in i? business we are doing:
If we had to exchange new shoes for
second-han- d
ones very often?
Our
safety lies Just where yours lies In
the goodness 0f our shoes.
So we are careful what we buy and
what we sell.
Men's I 'a tout foil sIhnw or Oxford
S3.50 to $1.00
Men's Vlel Kid Shoes or Oxford. .
we give

to

$2.23

slon.

93.50

It. O. Marmon of IjiKiinii was in
the city Saturday visiting aim

Men's Colt Skins or Satin Calf Shoes
91.85 to 92.50
Women's Patent Kid Shoes or Oxfords
92.75 to 95.00
Women's Vlcl Kid Shoes or Oxfords
91.63 to 93.50
Women's Strap Sandals and Slippers
91.10 to 93.00
Shoes for Iloys and Girls
91.00 to 92.75

u

2nd.
Our LeadersThe Celebrated

118-12-

S.

0

Packages, tEo and ISe per lb.
1 lb. tins, 45c.

.

Oeorge V. Moye of Liis Vegas was
the guest of friends here over Sun-

day.
Mrs. 11. H. Claikson of Klmendorf.
X. M., Is at the Alvarado for a few

I

BRICHAM
Headquarters

C. N.

I
I

for Coffee

Richelieu Coffees
Una, 85c.
$1.00.

b.
--

n .tins,

Capitol Coffee
b.

trocket,

premium,

with

$1.00.

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
-- nothing
like It in the city. Try
1-

2-

Something
coffee,

XOd

to 40c

GEO. W. HICKOX

T. T. MAYXARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

THE ARCH FRONT

JEWELERS

BO

Cm

SECOND 8T.
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Wagner Hardware
Fotfrth and Railroad

Co.

Aventte

trJK2B2

A Rarebit
to henropcrlyprcparrd .should be tnnde
in a Rimini:'?, Uowniuti Ciiaiing Dish.
Altvay.c:i''y. no worry in about Arc.
8 uiply a muu.i, and iu a lev minutea
the

RlannSng, Bow;nan& Co.

Chafing Dish
has produced a dainty morsel to regale
your guests. i:e sure to are that your
chafing HsH is supplied with the
patented
cnassi
m
elril foodBrsmleiilrorf"
found only in Mid.
uiu., Lowuiau & Co. Chafing Pishes.

ron sail- bv

Wagnei
Hardware
Successors to Albuquerque

Hardware

Co.
Co.

Foarth.and.Ratlroacl Avcnae
-

THE

EVERITT

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

DUmondi, WatCset, Jewelry, Cat Cluaa. Closs.
yor trad and guarantee a SQUARE DEAL.

A'eto

w

Horbln-Mc-Claffe-

-

t--"1

days.
J. F. Fullerton of Socorro came In
last night and will be In the city for
a snort stay.
Dr. W. F. Fish, of Chicago, stop
ped In the oity over Sunday :.;!. en
route to the coast.
K. O. Marmon and
(reorge II.
Dom oi lnguna, A. Al., are
in the city on business.
Regular meeting of the Woman's
Relief corps at Hed Men's hall tomorrow afternoon, at 2:30 o'clock.
J. W. McKean of Santa Fe came
down Saturday night and was a visitor In the city over Sunday.
lucharu Dunn came down from
Lns Vegas Saturday night and spent
sunnay with friends in the city.
Mrs. C. J. P. Blttner.
graduate
nurse, has moved from 315 west Silver avenue to 309 North Sixth street
W. L. Trimble and Jake Levy have
gone to 131 Paso to attend the race
meet, which Is to be pulled off there
mis week..
The regular meeting of the Woodmen's Circle will be held tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock In Odd Fellows' hall.
H. E. Eiseayer has been transfer
red from the Castenada hotel at Las
Vegas to succeed Night Clerk Young
hi me Aivarauo
The Bernalillo county statesmen returned to Santa Fe this morning
spending Saturday and Sunday
wun
ramilles.
Frank E. Alter, recently with Mc
Donald and Oliphant, has accepted
a position with Simon Stern, the
Kail road avenue clothier.
L. A. Owings, of Trinidad Colo.
and Dr. Jose Zonellero, of the same
city, came In last night and will re
main In the city over today.
Money to loan on first mortgage
real estate security at low rate of
interest,
we charge no commission.
Occidental Life Insurance Co.
Local liquor dealers are receiving
a can louay irom L. Manhetlmer, vice
president of the Ullman company,
wholesale liquor house of Cincinnati
A. J. Abbott came
down from
Santa Fe Saturday night and was the
guest of friends In this city over
Sunday.
He returned home
this
morning.
engineer Oeorge Cochran of the
eastern division of the Santa Fe,
spent Sunday and Monuay in the
city, resuming his duties on N'o. 3
this afternoon.
Stated session of Ballut Abyad temple .A. A. O. N. M. T., this evening at
H p. m. Regular
order of business. T.
N. Wllkerson, potentate, J. C. Ferger,
recorder.
There will be a business meeting of
me ii. jr. t . u. or the Baptist church
this evening at Mrs. Preston's 305
South Walter. Members are urged to
be present.
E. J. Fvrgusson and Chas. Browning, employes of the American Lumber company iu the woods, left last
night for Kettner after a short visit
to tlia city.
The stork called at the Sisters'
hospital yesterday and left a
girl baby for Mr. and Mrs. William
McCoy, of Mountalnalr,
who are
stopping in the city temporarily.
W. E. Drake has returned to Kett-ne- r
after a few days' visit to city
friends.
Mr. Drake has a respon-Hibl- e
y
position with the
company at the Camp Six
store.
The police last night picked up n
vag and placed him In the city Jail
until this morning, when he pleaded
not guilty to the charge of vagrancy,
lie will be given a hearing late thlJ
evening.
The funeral of the child of Mr. and
Mrs. T. L. Hill of North Edith street,
Friday-night- ,
whose death .occurred
on
was held Saturday night, the
remains being Interred at Fairview
cemetery
Mrs. Samuel Neustadt, 610 West
Copper avenue, gave a "Charity Tea"
Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Neustadt
was assisted by Mrs. Ivan Orunsfeld,
Mrs. Bernard Ilfeld, Mrs. M. L. Stern
and Miss Minnie Holzman.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Wolfe have returned to the city from the east, after
an absence of three years spent In the
east and northwest.
They Ray that
Albuquerque Is good enough for them.
Mr. Wolfe will be remembered as a

inr

Send in Your Watches for Repairs

T

8i!err

Stirs from Earl &

AVE
We

!nlt

Wilson, See Them.

The Best Trousers for
Men on the Market
Today at Popular
Prices

$1.75, $2.50,
$3.00 and $3.50
Per Pair

the
Towrs.
OitKeRun
Got

A

a

m

EVENING CITIZErT.

-

Try a pair, Sold Only
by

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

5J

Photographer, whn had a gallery In
the second story oT the building which
stood Just west of the Economist and
was replaced by the building now oc- cupieu oy is. Benjamin & Co.
A called
meeting of the Ladles'
Aid society of the First
Methodist
Episcopal church will be held (n the
church parlors tomorrow afternoon
at 230 o'clock A full attendance Is
desired. Strangers welcome.
l ne regular monthly meeting
of
tne Ketall Merchants' association will
be held in the offices of the association, rooms
Whiting block,
Tuesday evening. March 12. at 8
o'clock. A full attendance Is desired.
William Allport, master mechanic
for the Zunt Mountain railway, who
has lxen In charge of the work at
the saw mills the past several months
expects to go to Kettner the middle
of the week, to take charge of the
work there.
11. Chavez of old Albuquerque, recently employed In the capacity of
special ofllcer for the Santa, Fe at
Isleta, will leave here this evening
for Los Angeles, where he will assume the duties of the new position
to which the company has appointed
him nt that point.
Zunl Mountain engine No. 6. which
has been undergoing heavy repairs
In the local shops of the American
Lumber company the past several
months, Is ready for the road again
and will be taken to Kettner tonight
by Engineer Frank Oeorges
W. F. Kuckenbecker, a well known
nireehant of riajllup. Is In the city
suffering from the Influenza. He says
that he came here thinking that maybe a change of climate would be of
some benefit to him Albuquerque Is
at u much lower altitude than Oal-lu-

-

p.

Miss Helen Itodey was a charming
hostess Saturday night to a number
of young lady friends, who will be
her bridesmaids at her approaching
marriage to Raymond Stamm. The
table decorations
were carnations.
Those present were Miss Gladys Chll-der- s.
Miss Sue

Dobson,

May

Miss

Hazeldine, Miss Lillian Spitz and
Miss Mildred Fox.
It. H. Collier, recently of Amarillo,
Texas, has been elected to succeed J.
B. Herndon of the State
National
bank. Mr. Herndon is promoted to
the position of vice president. The
directors of the bank at a recent
meeting decided to add a savings department to the institution and the
additional help was needed to do the
work of the new department.

J.

EMMONS

D.

HATS!

We can save you money

NOW

TODAY

A Tremendous Stock Now In and More Arriving
Every Day Showing Many Inportant Changes in
Styles and Colors, the Most Important being the New

Do It Today

Telescope Styles

Established

1900

&

Lindemann,
204 W. Gold Aveane

COAL

Genuine American block, per
ton
$6.50
Cerrlllos Lamp
S6.S0
Anthracite Nnt
$8.50
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, store .and .furnace
St.SO
sizes
$$.00
Clean Gas Coke
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load. .. .$2.25

IV.

,

HATS!

.

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US be tore you buy

Learnard

1

HATS!

In the purchase of a Piano

In Light Greys, Tans and Blacks

Ptices $2.00 to $5.00
CALL,

IN AND SEE THEM

H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.

H

10 lbs.

EY

ON

Nice

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Extracted Honey

for
Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.
$1.00.

SELLS
115-11- 7

TO W.
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Believe Us

21-2- 3,

)

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad mnd Ccppir Avm., Tel. 7 A

V. FUTRELLE

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
SADDLERY
HARNESS

Consideration Private Emmons Says That He Will Engage in Other Business.
J. D. Emmons has Bold Ids furniture store on th corner of Coal avenue and South Second street to W.
V. Futrelle company.
The new proprietors were given charge of the
business on Saturday last, though today Is really tht first under the new
management.
When asked regarding his plans for
the future, Mr., Emmons said:
"You may say., that I probably will
engage in some other business. I have
been making sonve plans of late,
though I do not care to go into detail in explaining them Just now."

AQCNTS

ron

Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

John Deere Plows and Implements
McCormick Mowers and Repairs

Winona Wagons

A

MINES AT GALLUP
CLOSED

Wholesale Distributors

INDEFINITELY

Speculation is just now rife In the
city of liallup over the recent closure
of operations at the mines of the Gallup Fuel company.
The concern has
laid oft all Its hands and cleaned up
Us property apparently for a long period of inactivity, and It is announced
that work will not be resumed at the
colliery until conditions have been
materially changed.
Much regret U
felt over the attitude of the compuny,
as it Is known that the property contains vast deposits of as good coal as
can be found In thli part of the country, and because of the loss to the
merchants of the monthly pay roll,
w hich amounted to $1,500.
Humors of a sale of the property to
outside parties and the purchase of
additional holdings are Indulged in by
some, but nothing of a definite char
acter U In sight as yet. It Is hoped,
however, that the difficulty will soon
be overcome and the mines reopened.

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

o
o

o

Harvesting Machinery
.Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

AUCTION

.

Thursday afternoon,
1:30 sham.
March 14, at the home of the late W.
H. Matson, S24 South Edith street,
I will sell the entire furnishings of a
comfortable
furnished
home. Goods consisting of range, refrigerator, kitchen utensils, dishes,
glassware, oak dining table, sideboard
folding bed, black walnut bedroom
suit, carpets and rugs, washstands,
chamber sets, heating stoves, window
shades, luce curtains, parlor furniture
pictures, rockers, chairs, horse and
huggy, lawn mower, garden and barn
utensils and lot of carpenter tools, In
fact, everything In a comfortable
home. Inspect goods Wednesday, be
fore sale. Nothing sold private.
SCOTT KNIGHT.
Auctioneer.
a
DON'T FORGET THE ZEIGER'S
CAFE RESTAURANT TOMORROW
live-roo-

FOR

YOUR

SUNDAY

BEST IN THE CITY
CENTS.

E CANNOT refrain from again saying something about Home In- Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
uranre.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of business written.
Why cannot this same record be made here?
It can If
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his insurance at home be- - '
fore he puts his name to the application of any insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
la owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
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Hilt I'OI LTItY. KEEPS
T.IS
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tl.E Mlt CHICKS TO ;KT DltOWN
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MAE
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Subscribe for The Evening Citizen

R.R.

TICKETS

BOUGHT, SOLD
EXCHANSEO

AND

Albuquerque, Neu Mexico

Home Insurance the Best

DINNER
FOR FIFTY

DRIXKIXfi

Write For Pricets

mouth rirt mtrt
nr.North
its.4oi.tie.4oa,
rirmftroot

m

Private board and
North Eleventh street.

l:UTIII.V
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Association Offlet

Transactions

Guarantooo

118

ROSENFIEID'S,

Address Home Office,

W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERYSATURDAY NIGHT

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALaUQUERQUE,lN.

At TWf
COLOMBO HALL
Admission

?0c
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